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IFI!
Technology

for the
Tactical

Air Forces
Lieutenant General Robert H. Reed, USAF

n discussing technology and its ef- These ,earks were prepared for The Quality Edge

fects on any phase of our lives. we deliez'y by Lieutenant General Reed at I want to focus more specifically on
could talk for days and still not Tech Expo '85, Griffiss AFB, N.Y., the the challenges technology holds for the
make a dent in the vast amount of past August.kno wldedge that has been accum u- I i .... , . I -.. , tactical air forces. Perhaps m ore than .
ktn nldg conthan s teen goa iy,- any other part of our military forces,

lating and continues to grow daily.
the tactical air forces have to operate

The technological revolutionwe'we been experiencing is at the forefront of applied technology.

aptly characterized as an The enemy outnumbers us, and we

explosion of informa - count on our quality edge to make the
tion- - new ideas, concepts difference between victory and defeat.
and methods have given And the quallty edge we have does

make a difference,
.- "4" us products on Monday"" " asthe Syrians '

that became obsolete or, at Soins

Friday. In addition, found

technological wonders
don't surprise us
anymore. We've
become out in their meetings with Israeli F-15s
"technological sophisticates." If I were and F-16s over the Bekaa Valley in
t tell you that the latest fashion lad-- 1982. When the dust had settled, the

plastic quartz wrist watches of dif- Syrians had far fewer Soviet-made
lerent colors and laces-are made by airplanes in their inventory, and not a

robots and sealed by lasers, you'd single Israeli F-15 or F-16 had been lost.

probably say to yourselves. "So what's IWe havee Time, of course, doesn't stand still,
new A and there are new ideas, concepts and

Cillular car phones, refrigerators tie best r technological applications in the labs
that make ice cream, and computers and on the drawing board that will-. Force in the toprfr"fr-e ndee
that understand ,poken words would permit us to perform far beyond even
put our great-grandparents into shock, w-orld and the advanced capabilities ot our F-15s

*,,..,, hut they hardly phase us. (an you and F-1 s. Our problem is to work

im,,gine the look on Orville Wright's technology within fiscal constraints and choose the
lace if he could take a ride in an F-15 best of competing ideas, vet still keep
or F-Ic? has been a our forces ready to fight today. We

There's no doubt that technology is * f have no choice but to maintain the et-
1 driving force in our society. It's im- major factor i I fectiveness of present forces while we
prowed the quality of our lives and ex- Lwork to develop new capabilities weV 1 gainng tis will neck) in the future.'

V:% panded the boundaries of our world.
And it 1a1 hd a very dramatic effect This is where the tactical forces face
., the Air For((-. It S hanged the way a tough challenge, because on the
S,,,xr train, l%. and th1t, priority list they presently fall behind

-"1% lavt the wonder,f (i technology modernizing our strategic forces, imi-

btnetted the Air lor ce? I think the proving the readiness and sustainabil-
an,%er is obvious: we ha ve the best ) it of general purpose forces, and in- -

"ir Foru' in the world and technology reasing airlift ( apability. I his doesnt
ha, bten a major fat for in gaining thi, mean that wer' ignoring the modern-

.' i/ation of our tadi(al lor(cts: in fitt.
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today over half our force is made up development and will be available for Turning to munitions, the value of
of modern F-15s, F-16s and A-10s. Five a European field test demonstration in precision-guided weapons was clearly
years ago the fighter force was corn- 1989. Another is the Precision Loca- shown in Vietnam when eight F-4s
posed primarily of older F-4s, A-7s and tion Strike System (PLSS). The PLSS with laser-guided bombs destroyed the
F-106s, so we are making prog- is designed to locate enemy defenses in Than Hoa Bridge on a single mission.
ress-but not as much as we would near real-time and all weather condi- This was after 873 unsuccessful sorties
like. Consequently, the leverage tions and allow attack from standoff with unguided ordnance. While rela-
technology can give us to use the ranges by both ground and airborne tively few new types of munitions have
capabilities we have in a better way is weapons systems. The PLSS is been fielded since Vietnam, this is
very important. scheduled to become operational in the beginning to change. Today, second-

late 1980s. generation precision-guided weapons
Effective Battle Management Additional systems that will im are coming into the inventory and we

Let me explain what I mean by that prove our capability include digital are working to match the accuracy and

last statement. Effective battle manage- computers with increased capacity and lethality of these weapons against dif-
ment is critical if we want to get the reduced processing time that can yield ferent types of targets.
most effective use of the tactical air near real-time intelligence and target- Some promising developments in-
forces. We have to know the disposi- ing data; simulation facilities to im- clude air-to-surface munitions with -

tion and movement of enemy air and prove the proficiency of those who warheads tailored to specific targets.
land forces to counter them effectively, analyze and direct the battle (USAFE's Some examples are the Direct Airfield
This knowledge allows us to coor- Warrior Preparation Center is one ex- Attack Combined Munition (DAACM),
dinate our actions so that we move at ample); and rapid jam-resistant the Sensor Fiied Weapon (SFW) and
the time and place where the enemy is communications, the Gator mine. The DAACM em-
most vulnerable. This capability is par- ploys a ballistic kinetic energy
ticularly important against an enemy Improved Avionics, Munitions penetrator submunition to crater run-
who outnumbers us. The need to use What other effects is technology way surfaces. The SFW is an anti-
our limited assets for different missions having on the tactical air forces? armor munition that will proviide
at different locations throughout the There's no doubt that it has increased multiple armor target kills per aircraft
theater makes effective force manage- the contribution of manned fighter air- pass. And Gator is a dispensable mine
ment very important. craft to our overall combat posture by used to channelize the enemy and

Today we solve the battle manage- permitting development of improved make him easier for our ground forces
ment problem using capabilities in- avionics and munitions. For example, to handle.

herent in our satellites, strategic recon- in meeting the air-to-air threat, pulse We are also procuring launch-and-
naissance aircraft, and the airborne Doppler radars and heads-up displays leave precision-guided munitions
warning and control system. These have helped by increasing the pilot's which can be dropped from standoff

us wide area coverage of ability to detect incoming targets and distances, reducing aircraft exposure to
systems giveuswdaracvrg emlyhswaosenmdfne.
the battle area and help us to employ employ his weapons, enemy defenses.
our forces against the threat, but these In the air-to-surface arena, target ac-
are first-generation systems and we quisition is still the most difficult part Survivaiity
have to do better. The next generation of the mission. In the past, little prog- Another benefit of technology for
of sensors will give us much better ress had been made in improving the conventional air forces has been to in-
tools to use in getting the job done. pilot's ability to acquire mobile ground crease the survivability of manned air-
With them, we will be able to detect targets. But recent developments are craft. The Soviet surface-to-air defense
and categorize ground-force move- changing this situation. Forward look- network is formidable, but is vulner-
ments far behind enemy lines. In the ing infrared (FLIR) technology and able in several ways: It depends on a
past, our knowledge of the enemy's high resolution synthetic aperture netted array of radars and communica-
disposition of forces in the rear area radar technology hold the promise for tions: its radar-controlled missiles and
has been scant. It took great amounts systems that will make the task of find- guns give off energy, signalling their
of time and inputs from a multitude of ing and attacking mobile targets much locations; and surface defenses are -

sources to piece together a picture. The easier. In addition, these same technol- generally immobile as compared to the
result was inconsistency and lack of re- ogies should provide a most important aircraft they oppose. Technology and
sponsiveness, which resulted in missed element for our air forces-the ability tactics can work on these vulnerabil-
opportunities. Now, new technologies to operate at night and in adverse ities and degrade their effectiveness.
hold the promise of overcoming these weather. Soon, aircraft like the F-15E With the aid of technology, we can
problems, allowing us to employ our dual-role fighter that is in development keep the air defense threat manageable.
forces more effectively, will be able to operate around-the- Mature technologies that will help

The technologies I'm talking about clock with high effectiveness. When improve the survivabilitv of aircraft
include wide-area sensors, such as the this happens, we will be more able to are:
Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar successfully prosecute the air-land -Making aircraft hard to see on
System (JSTARS), which will be able battle. enemy radars
to detect and track theater-wide move- U Lieutenant Gencral Reed is the -Adaptable standoff and self-
ment of ground forces in the enemy's assistant vice chief of staff. U.S. Ait protection jamming
rear. The JSTARS is now in full-scale Force. TRadar warning receivers that tell our

Program Manager 3 ]ai1,1. alp'u~r i l L1$(o
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pilots when an enemy gunner has them tell the difference. They don't take the link things together, and advanced air-
in his sights place of actual flying hours, but they craft are some of the technologies that
-Lethal suppression of defenses by do help to make them count more. will give us new approaches to the bat-
specialized aircraft and drones Finally, technology is making it tIe. Our qualitative edge will depend
-And, self-protection weapons. possible for cruise and ballistic missiles on how we develop these technologies

When all of this is put together- to accomplish many jobs very effec- and use them.
improved battle management, better tively. Accurate, self-contained guid- Goha, a "wise fool" in Arab
aircraft avionics, modern munitions ance systems; terminal guidance sen- folklore, rode his donkey through the
and improved survivability-it sors; and improved warhead lethality village facing backward. When the
becomes obvious that technology is are changing the picture so that a mix locals laughed at him, Goha said he
significantly improving the effec- of unmanned and manned systems will was content to let the donkey take care
tiveness of our tactical air forces and give us the opportunity to field a high- of where he was going; he wanted to
will continue to do so. quality force. see where he'd been. And this is a very

Reliability, Maintainability, Technology will continue to be a real problem we face when confronted
Operability driving force in how we perform our with the dazzling array of technologi-

mission. Near real-time intelligence, cal wonders. In looking at our needs
What about the impact of technol- weapons with higher accuracy and for the future, we must first take a

ogy on reliability, maintainability and lethality that can be used from standoff close look at where we've been and
operability? It seems as though each distances, high-speed computer aided how well we can do with what we
succeeding generation of weapons is command and control systems that have. N
more sophisticated. Some equate this
ever-increasing sophistication with
complex systems that are difficult and
costly to maintain. But the facts don't
bear this out. Modern electronic com-
ponents are more reliable and less ex-
pensive than the vacuum-tube technol-
ogy they replaced. It's interesting to
note that today's air crews, using
computer-aided delivery systems, can
deliver weapons much more easily and
accurately than crews of 20 years ago.
And our current fighters are easier tomaintain and less likely to malfunction .
than the aircraft they replaced. Final-

ly, the redundancy made possible in
modern electronics reduces failures.

We've made it a major goal to get
as much reliability and maintainabil- .

ity built into our systems and equip- 4'. L
ment as we possibly can, because the
future payoff is significant in terms of "'1manpower, cost savings and opera- , .. '2, ., " "

tional availability. Let me illustrate.
The F-15 requires only two-thirds the
maintenance manhours per flying hour
as the F-4 airplane it is replacing. The
C-17 airlifter, when it comes into the
force in the early 1990s, will require
only one-third that of the C-5A. This , Can you imagine
means that in a combat situation we'll
spend less time on maintenance and be . the look on
able to achieve higher sortie rates. And
fewer people will be required to keep .T Orville right's
the new systems in commission. ".. The same technology that brought fce ifhe could .
us Pac-Man and the rest of the video take a ride in an
games has given us quality training tk a i i a
through use of flight simulators, threat F-15 or F-16? " .
simulators and task trainers that are so to
close to the real thing you can barely gr,"

Program Manager 4 Ianuaryv-February 1986
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The D5MC Reserve Program
- Seven- Year Itch

Fed Brget-t, CDR, USNR
Ronald1 L. Ba/ut, LtCoI, USAFR

maamre

ot all of the men and women in Under the Total Force concept in- rying out national security strategy.
- military uniform at the Defense itiated by the Department of Defense During the ensuing period, the reserve .-..

Systems Management College in 1973, the United States increased the forces have experienced a substantial
(DSMC) are full-time active du- responsibilities of the reserve forces as increase in the extent to which they
ty military personnel. A partners with the active forces in car- contribute to the overall defense effort.

representative number of tht military The following are ex.'mples of specific
cadre are reserve officers on active du- areas in which the reserve forces are
ty for short periods of time lasting 2 presently contributinig to their respec-

- weeks or so to broaden their acquisi- tive services.
tion management careers in the Army. The guard and reserve con-
reserves. stitute 38 percent of the divisional

Since 1970, the College has offered forces, 67 percent of the tactical sup-
a unique opportunity for reservists of port forces and 100 percent of the p
all military services to enhance their training divisions and brigades. The
potential for career progression in pro- army reserve contributes a critical
gram management and defense number of engineer, ordnance,

,'V systems acquisition fields through par- medical, and transportation units to
Ilk ticipation in the DSMC Reserve Pro- the U.S. Central Command (CENT-
d gram. In so doing, DSMC has COM), one of the nation's mostrecognized the increasing support pro- combat-ready fighting commands.

vided by the reserve forces
to the overall capability of
the military services.
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Air Force. The Air Force Reserve pro- 33 percent of the antiaircraft missile field of acquisition and program '
vides about 50 percent of the strategic battalions. In addition to the forego- management.
airlift crews for the C-141 and C-5 air- ing, each military service has a signifi- In addition to offering short periods
craft. In addition, present plans call for cant number of reserve officers of active duty for reserve officers at the

the Air Force Reserve to furnish 50 per- dedicated to supporting their respec- main campus at Fort Belvoir, Va.,
cent of the crews for the KC-10 aerial tive services in the program manage- DSMC has the capability for providing .

refueling tankers. Also, when the new ment and acquisition areas. training for reserve officers at its .-

C-17 aircraft begins operations with 1....

~ the Air Force in 1991. a significant The purpose of the DSMC Reserve regional centers located in Huntsville,

number of these aircraft coming off the Program is to provide training and Los Angeles, St. Louis, and Boston. _

production line are planned for assign- education in the field of defense Since the inception of the DSMC
ment to the Air Guard and Reserve. management and acquisition for Reserve Program in 1979, more than

reserve officers of all military services. 450 reserve officers have performed
Navy. The Navy Reserve provides the In this way, DSMC seeks to fulfill its training duty at DSMC. During such
Navy with 14 percent (2 carrier air overall mission so far as the reserve training duty, the reserve officer is ex-
wings) of its carrier air capability, 86 community is concerned. This task posed to the latest thinking in system
percent of the minesweepers and 35 may be accmplished through designa- acquisition management and has the
percent of its patrol aircraft. Naval tion of the individual reserve officer as opportunity to contribute to the
Reserve P-3 aircraft fly daily maritime one of the following during his active development and formulation of con-
patrol missions with their active duty duty period: cepts that will form the cutting edge of

! counterparts. Under the horizontal in-ountegration presently being implemented -Academic Associate in support of a future defense acquisition policy.
teation pResetlyeing implete hfaculty member These opportunities include such

in the Naval Reserve, new aircraft such facerc rjct ste rgaas the F/A-18 Hornet are being in- -Research Associate in support of a research projects as the Program
troduced into reserve units at the same research project involving manage- Manager's Support System (PMSS)
time active-force units receive the new ment and acquisition concepts and which envisions the use of a small
aircraft, methods computer system to allow a program

Marine Corps. The Marine Corps -Student enrolled in a course offered Al B 'I
Reserve provides 25 percent of the at DSMC. r er,'et Hs asommand to he"
Marine Corps' total land and air NavalRcservc. He iassize, toHead-
capabilities. By way of specific ex- The scope of the various reserve ,tarters Nai'al Air Syustems _1om-
amples, the Marine Corps Reserve pro- assignments is intended to benefit the mand. Mr. Bak..er. a rofi,;ssor at
vides, within the Marine Corps, 29 individual reservist as well as DSMC, f)SAIC, is a liutenant colo,' ill the
percent of the observation aircraft, 34 while also upgrading the overall Air Force R,'X,,'la I LS'(',t,.
percent of the light attack aircraft, and capability of the reserve forces in the of reser,'e plograns'x-

Program Nlauager l aiulu-,,, t,
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When the C-17 begins operations with
the Air Force in 1991, it will also see duty

, 0)d with the Air Guard and Reserve. This is
an example of how the needs of the Guard
and Reserve are included in early acquisi-
tion and planning. Of the 210 C-17s to be
built, 48 will be dedicated to Guard and
Reserve units across the country.

dI'

"'S"'

manager to ask "what if ... 7" and In theoverallcurricula presently of- More recently, in August 1982,
"should I ... 7" questions and to fered at DSMC, the College is Secretary of Defense Caspar W.
generate alternative courses of action graduating about 2,500 students each Weinberger stated: "We can no longer
for consideration. year from its 20-week Program consider reserve forces as merely forces

It has been found that the reserve of- Management Course and the many in reserve .... Instead, they have to be
. ricers bring to DSMC a wealth of ex- short courses in policy, technical and an integral part of the total force, both ".

perience and expertise that is often not business management offered both at within the United States and within

available to the College through other Fort Belvoir and at regional centers. NATO. They have to be, and in fact
sources. In their civilian jobs many Further increases in activity at the Col- are, a blending of the professionalism

reserve officers are actively involved lege are forecast, particularly in view of the full-time soldier with the profes-

in some phase of the acquisition and of (1) direction of the Army that all sionalism of the citizen-soldier. Only

program managment process; thus, future program managers be graduates in that way can we achieve the military

they bring to DSMC the industry of the DSMC Program Management strength that is ne essary to defend our
Course, and (2) the recent inaugura- freedom."

viewpoint. In addition, there is an in- tion by the secretary of the navy of a
creasing opportunity for such reserve

fcrs toportiiate aschtresein new officer career program, the The DSMC has just such .

officers to participate actively a Material Professional (MP) program, knowledge, personnel and installations
teaching one or more courses at for assignments in billets requiring to fulfill the concepts General Marshall

DSMC.management of systems acquisition. had in mind. Thus, DSMC is squarely
The DSMC Reserve Program Current planning calls for approx- positioned to carry on the training

benefits DOD by providing challeng- imately 100 of the Navy's flag officer needed by the reserve citizen-soldiers ., "
ing assignments that stimulate interest billets to be filled by materiel of today in the field of acquisition and
and enhance reserve programs. The professionals. program management.
program also serves as a vehicle for
cross-fertilization of ideas among the In his final World War II report as After 7 years, a large number of the
services, thus providing a basis for Army Chief of Staff, General George reserve force have satisfied their "itch"
long-term standardization of compati- C. Marshall wrote to the secretary of to train at DSMC. If you have a
ble facets of the acquisition process. war that "probably the most important similar desire to follow in the footsteps

The DSMC Reserve Program is mission of the regular Army is to pro- of your contemporaries and bring your
capable of utilizing reserve officers vide the knowledge, the expert person- acquisition management skills up-to-
representing a variety of specialities: nel, and the installations for training date, please write to the Driector,
business, contracting, engineering, the citizen-soldier, upon whom, in my DSMC Reserve Program, Research
financial, legal, manufacturing, soft- opinion, the future peace of the world Department, Fort Belvoir, Virginia
ware and others. largely depends." 22060-5426 for a brochure."

Program Manager 7a,108V-Fcbi,,rii I 1o
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Improving the
Effectiveness of

Weapon System Acquisition

Rudolph B. Garrity
"For more than 2 years, the Senate Specific recommndat ions in the essential will likely result in specific L'.1

Committee on Armed Services has report having direct impact on the 1986 congressional legislation seeking.
been studying the organization and weapon system acquisition and sup- to improve both the congressional
decision-making procedures in the port process include: oversight process and the organization
Department of Defense and the Con- __Create mission-oriented organiza- and operational procedures within
gress. This statement Oct. 1, 1085, tions in the Office of the Secretary of lOD.
began a series of six speeches from the Defense (OSD).
Senate floor in which Sen. Barry -Strengthen the authority, stature, If it is determined that most of the
Goldwater (R-Ariz.) and Sen. Sam and support of joint organizations, senate staff's recommendations are

-. Nunn (D-Ga.) combined to express particularly the Office of the Joint worthy of implementation, benefits
concerns that the Congress and the Chiefs of Staff (OJCS) and united likely to accrue to the acquisition

.. , Department of Defense (DOD) were commands, management community would
not as effective as thev should be in -Improve military education to gain include:

. protecting our national security. multiservice perspective and greater -Clearer understanding of respective

The senators have concluded that commitment to DOD-wide require- organizational responsibilities and
the DOD organization structure is ments. authority.
fundamentally flawed, thereby con- -Strengthen representation of the JCS -Improved channels of communica-
tributing to DOD deficiencies in mis- and unified commanders in the re- tion and more expeditious program
sion integration, joint-service perspec- source allocation process. coordination.
tive, unity of command, and quality -Strengthen the influence of the sec- -Greater support for joint operations
(of decision-making. The DOD preoc- retary of defense within DOD and en- and acuqisitions resulting in improved
cupation with programming and bud- sure that senior civilian authorities be mission integration.
geting (managing inputs) rather than informed of all legitimate alternatives. -Greater participation by line mana-

"". attention to strategic planning, re- -Diminish DOD's predominant focus gers in requirements definition and
quirements identification, and pro- on programming and budgeting. program priorities.
gram execution (managing outputs) is -Improve the quality of DOD man- -Increased commonality and interop-
also a major problem along with sig- agement information systems and erability of inter-service weapon

, - nificant congressional micromanage- DOD's ability to evaluate critically its systems.
ment of l)OD programs. own performance. -Increased agreement on system min- ,- "

Many of the senators' conclusions The senate staff's report has stirred imum essential requirements.
were based on information provided in controversy regarding usefulness of its -Better estimates of program resource
the Senate Staff Report to the Commit- recommendations. Additional issue requirements and stability of program

* tee on Armed Services entitled "De- focus and debate can be expected as the funding.
tense Organization: The Need for president's Blue Ribbon Commission -Improved, more timely decision-
Change," released Oct. 16, 1985. Be- submits its procurement report making based on clearly defined
tore release, the report was reviewed planned for February 1986, and its alternatives.
and condensed by the Senate Task non-procurement reports planned for -Decreased congressional microman-
Force on Defense Organization (in- March and une 1986. The conjunction agement of DO) programs.
Cluding Senators Goldwater and Nunn of these efforts, with management in- -Improved sense of purpose, direc-

1' a, co-chairmen, and Senators Cohen, itiatives already taken within DOD, tion, and stability within DOT) and
CQuaye ilson, Gramm, Bingaman. should provide the most comprehen- among its contractors. 97

levin. and Kennedy) and military ex- sive appraisal of congressional and For weapon system acquisitiion and
perts outside of DOD. The president's 1)O1) national defense management in support professioals, 10 80 mav be the
Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense many years. Congressional and DOD year that significant action is taken
Management (reference Prograi negotiations on which changes are toward correcting systemic congre,-
Ma,\1ager Magazine, September- sional and 11O) deficiencies to im-
October 10851 also was briefed on prove the eflectiveness of weapon
.results of the study and will, pre- m , .t (Jurittl i, I a rof,'sor of system acquisition and support, and

sumablv consider the report's recom- -teli' i( qWitiopi timpi ,,ii nt at the etlicient use of the nation',,
mend ations with their own findings. I/)5A, '. rcs. .
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LOGISTICS
SUPPORT A NA L YSIS

An Integral Part of the System Engineering Process

Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Craig, USAF

SI s weapon systems became in- The sytmstart (JMSNS). A requirement then ex- T

creasingly specialized and com- ists to communicate this need to poten-
plex it was apparent that a con- engineering process tial offerors; i.e., industry, academia,

weaonst e sseme i retl systemN.A euieen he xtrol process was needed to and government laboratories. After
manage defense system design encompasses, either receiving a description of the need, the

r-J and development. The system directly or indirect- offerors normally will use the SE proc-
engineering (SE) process, when proper- ess (see Figure 2) to help formulate
lv applied, meets this needandiscur- ly, the planning and their ideas and studies in response to
rently used by government and civilian the need.
contractors to integrate the many func t e raton The SE process, which begins in the

0 tional disciplines that go into defense functional areas, ac- concept exploration phase, is an
weapons systems. The system engi- iterative process that converts the
neering process encompasses, either tivities and operational need identified by the
directly or indirectly, the planning and government into technical re-".: products.
intcgration ot many functional areas, quirements that are defined initially in
" tiviti,, and products like the ones the system specification, and then in-
rhown in Figure 1. to development and production

Mth can be said about the func-
tion, activities and products shown in
Figure 1, but for the sake of brevity Figure 1. Some System Engineering
thi, article will focus on: Considerations

The relationship of logistics support
,inalvsis I+SA) to design and to inte-
gratd logis',tic,- support within the SE SE Includes Considerations

D"'O . Ietinitions are listed on page for

An approach to take when applying
ISA to a proposed defense system.

Discussion Reliability

An operational need can be identified C ts
for the following reason(s):

Design Hardware-Improved mission capability Software

Projected deficiency or obsolescence
in an existing systeny

Technological opportunity

-- Opportunity to reduce operational AC
cost (DODD 5000.1). Specifications

When a new system is the best way
* to meet an operational need, funds are B

identified through the program objec-
tive memorandum (POM) process and

.. the Secretary of Defense approves
justification for a major system new

r'log. . .. .-- . *



Figure 2. System Engineering Process
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specifications later in the acquisition is taking place to determine how func-
process. ion il be performed and achieve

The initial inputs to the SE process objectives, environ- their assigned technical performance

are peacetime and wartime operational ments, identifiable requirements.
mission objectives, mission en- constraints and A key tool, the work breakdown
vironments, identifiable mission con- structure (WBS), that helps to ac-
straints, and measures of effectiveness. measures of effec- complish the how is developed during
These inputs are used by system the functional analysis and synthesis

engineers to develop logical functional tiveness are initial iterations of the SE process. Guidance
.T flow block diagrams to help formulate on developing the WBS can be found.:.'.- ~ ~~~inputs to the SE odvlpnte Bcneon

what technical system functions are re- in MIL-STD-881A. The WBS is used
quired to satisfy the operational need. process. for many things;it is a systematic ap-
As functions are identified, "synthesis" proach that assists in breaking func-

Figure 3. Another Way of Looking at
the System Engineering Process

Input
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tions down into logical compartments, For example, as reliability is designed
helps manage the allocation of As reliability is into a defense system, fewer spares,
technical requirements and technical designed into a repair parts, support equipment,

dbudgets, and provides management facilities, and technical manuals will be
visibility into work and cost defense system, required. ncorporatingconsiderations
performance. for maintainability such as human fac-

Sterrm ineefewer spares, repair tors, standardization and inter-
System engineering trade-offs are changeability, accessibility and

made, within the framework of the parts, support simplicity during design, and designWBS, between the what and how itera- layout reduces the manpower and per-

tions during the SE process, using cost, e sonnel burden regarding skills and the
schedule, performance, and readiness facilities, and number of personnel required. It also
as factors for trade-off (see Figure 3). provides for less complex design of
Based on the results of the trade-offs, technical manuals support equipment, technical manuals
alternative solutions to the operational that are easier-to-read and corn-
need are identified and the best will be required. prehend, and less training; likewise, it
selected. The key point here is that the lessens the supply-support burden and
output of the SE process is a paper provides for quick removal, replace-
product that describes solutions in the ment, and repairing of subsystems and
form of equipment, personnel, components when failure occurs.
facilities, computer software, and When design is properly influenced by
technical data. LSA, one result is a more cost-effective

If program managers (PMs) are tru- Relationship ILS resource with a significantly re-
Rltosi sruaotnduced logistics tail that requires less

ly serious about influencing design of Design and ILS are subsets of the SE military airlift transports during
a defense system from a logistics sup- process. As shown in Figure 4, the in-

" _O port perspective, then a major em- tersection of the design and ILS circles
phasis is needed during the iterative represents LSA. N Lieutenant Colonel Craig is a pro-
steps of synthesis and trade-off fessor of acquisition nmanagement in
analysis in the SE process. Logistics The intent of LSA is to bring the Technical Management Depart-
support analysis is an analytical ap- together design and support concepts ment. School of Systems Atcpuisitioi
proach that can be used to make this during the SE steps of synthesis and Ediecation. at DSMC. He also is the
happen, so let's take a look at the rela- trade-off analysis to influence the functional director for integratedtionship of LSA to design and in- design so that the end-result will be logistics support and previoushy
tegrated logistics support within the SE reduced quantities, size, weight, com- worked as support integration
process. plexity, cost, etc., of the ILS elements. manaer for F-1o aircraft.

Figure 4. Subsets of the SE POC*es

Want LSA to influence factors of design

ENGI DESIGN FACTORS
C-i9'Design Layout Maintainability
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- SA

To influence quantity, size, weight, simplicity, cost,
etc., of I15 elements
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Figure 5. Logistic Support Analysis Application Culdonce
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peacetime and wartime operational Figure 6. Sources of Aircraft
deployment scenarios. Maintenance Actions

Now that we have discussed the
relationship, let's look at an approach MISCELLANEOUS
to LSA.

Approach FLIGHT

To use LSA effectively, supportabili- CONTROLS
ty constraints associated with the mis- 13.9%
sion, operational scenario, operational POWER PLANT
environment, maintenance concept, 22.7%
affordability, and the user must be HYDRAULICS
identified in the pre-concept and con- 5
cept exploration phase. This type of in-
formation should be identified in the 40
justification for major system new start FUEL 4.0%
(JMSNS) document. POWER 3.

Some typical constraints are: SEC PONDA R AVIONICS

-Standardization with already ex- 35.8%
isting systems 64
-Standardization and interchange- AIRFRAME .

ability LANDING ..
-Turnaround times GEAR

-Readiness requirements
- Sustainability requirements f.',,,,, ,)S1 A .

-Maintenance concept projected mission, mission frequency, layout, modularity, state-of-the-art
-Numbers of people mission duration, basing concept, an- technology, modification, etc.

ticipated service life, etc. Use-study Additional sources of information ,".>
-Skill levels data are provided to the contractor by within the different services on current ,
-Basing concept the government, and prior systems are Air Force 66-1
-Airlift capabilities. The comparative analysis helps to and 66-5 data, Navy 3-M data, and

If this type of information is not formulate a baseline for the proposed The Army Maintenance Management
identified in the JMSNS, the PM system by looking at prior and current System (TAMMS) data. Also, lessons-
should be asking these questions: w systems that may be similar in certain learned information is available from

u not, and who represents the Office of aspects. The intent is to identify the military services' lessons-learned
S Primary Responsibility for the infor- designs and subsystems that are good organizations. Points of Contact are:

mation? The PM should, as soon as possible incorporation in the pro- Army
and posed system; also, to identify designspossible, establish an action item and sussesPhtae orpr Commanderdate for delivery of the information. and subsystems that are poor per- USommyne MAT'O Mteia

formers as candidates for new design, US Army MAT COM Material
To get started two LSA tasks (see modification, new technology or a Readiness Support Activity

Figure 5), the use study-task combination thereof. This type of data (MRSA)
201-and comparative analysis-task is good for establishing a baseline from Attn: AMXMD-EI
203-will have to accomplished 99.9 which to project support for the pro- Lexington, KY 40511-5101
percent of the time if you wish to be posed system. Autovon: 745-3393/4154
successful. Both tasks should be ac- Commercial: (606) 293-4154/3393

A.' complished as applicable in the pre- An example showing one data point Ai Frc
concept and concept exploration of a comparative analysis is shown in Air Force
phase. Note that the sub-tasks should Figure 6. Let's suppose that the Directorate of Systems Support
be chosen selectively and tailored to maintenance-action percentages repre- AFALC, LSL
your program. The use study and com- sent those of a prior generation system Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433
parativeanalysis tasks play important similar to the one being proposed. Autovon: 785-3161
roles in helping to identify the support- Although this would be just one data Commercial: (513) 255-3161
ability constraints which help you to point among different comparative Navy
develop the LSA strategy for your analyses, it points out poordeopr m tperformers- like the power plant and Naval Air Test Centerprogram. avionics that will require additional Code RW 82 A

The use study relates to intended use data to help determine the best ap- Patuxent River, MD 20670-5304
ot the proposed system, operational proach to improve poor performers. Autovon: 356-1232/1240
environment, maintenance concept, Some options are redesign, new design Commercial: (301) 863-1232 1240
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PFgwe 7. Svtem Design Process

WEAPONS AGE AIRPLANE EOJNT AILTE

Wl NGTAI LPRELIMINARY
F U E L G W N T I D E S IG N

PROPOSAL

BXSAF LAP

DETAILED

NOSE BOX COUEPRE-DESIGN

CPWEB CPDESIGN '

/ NRELEASE

Courtesy Technical Management Department-DSM1111C

i Navy Logistics Review Audits factor engineers as well as acquisition
Chie ofNavl Opratonslogisticians must be identified so that

Attn: o Nav Opeaton "You get what you they will be represented with design

Wahngo, ... 05020 pay fr, itor dyou engneers within the applicable com-
,,.. Autovon: 222-5921/7886 partmentls of the WBS. Their presence
~Commercial: (202) 692-5921/7886 pay for what you is important because this is where the i'' ~

p, action is; this is where the synthesis .
EXAMPLES get. (how) and the trade-off analyses ''"'

Let us assume that the solution among cost, schedule, performance, :. -
chosen and approved by the govern- and supportability will take place.

-'L' ment, from the alternative solutions w,
submtte byteofrr-ostsyte-Money is required for this level of ":€Z:

.-. submttedby te offrorsto stisf theeffort to influence support during ,"'
aforementioned operation need, is a design. We must recognize that "You .,,,

. fighter aircraft. Aget what you pay for" or "You pay for %..'_= '_
I etoe htth B s Aculeo ugsin are wrhwhat you get." This is why the pro-

II developed during the interative steps metoighr:gram manager should be asking the -
,, of functional analysis and synthesis in -To influence weapon system support question: "What is my return on in-

the system engineering process. A during design requires that manhours vestment for those tasks that are be- .',
typical WBS for design process is of effort for reliability, maintainabili- ing suggested to be included in the ".'
shown in Figure 7. ty, equipment, software, and human statement of work (SOW)7" '
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_______Remember that selection of LSA
tasks should be based upon the con-
straints and special considerations in

B Fwri ftirns That will your program. The tasks identified in
the SOW should be considered by the

H ep YOU Uanel contractor in each applicable compar t -
ment of the WBS.

SYSTEM ENGINEERING. "The ap- -Acquiring the required support Let's consider the standardization

plication of scientific and engineering -Providing the required support dur- a ie n btc rt
efforts to (1) transform an operational mentioned above. This LSA task

in the operational phase at minimum would be identified in the SOW as task 'need into a description of a system cost (DODD 5000.39). 202, along with the applicable sub-
configuration which best satisfies the SYSTEM SPECIFICATION. This type tasks. Notice code (2) at the bottom of
operational need according to the of specification states the technical and Figure 5, which states that other infor-
measures of effectiveness; (2) integrate mission requirements for a system as mation is required in the contract
related technical parameters and assure allocates requirements to package to support standardization.
compatibility of all physical, func- anctinalaes refiementerd
tional and technical program interfaces facol areas, and defines the inter- One example that depicts the in-
in a manner which optimizes the total a between or among the functional fluence a task like standardization and
system definition and design; (3) in- areas. Normally, the initial version of

l teratetheeffots f al enineeinga system specification is based on

tegrate the efforts of a&H engineering parameters developed during the con-
disciplines and specialties into the total cept formulation period or an ex-
engineering effort." Army Field ploratory preliminary design period of The F-16 aircraft
Manual 770-78. feasibility studies and analyses.
SYSTEM ENGINEERING PROCESS. (MIL-STD-490). has five integrated

* , The iterative, logical sequence of DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATIONS.
analysis, design, test and decision ac- Development specifications state the servo actuators that
tivities that transforms an operational requirements for the design or
need into the descriptions required for engineering development of a product a re co m mrrzo n a nd
production and fielding of all opera- during the development period. Each interchangeable.
tional and support system elements, development specification shall be in

DESIGN. Plans, sketches, drawings, sufficient detail to describe effectively
and specifications that serve as a pat- the performance characteristics that
tern from which to develop and prod- each configuration item is to achieve
uce systems, subsystems, components, when a developed item is to evolve in-

-' their interfaces, materials, and the to a detail design for production.
processes to be used. (MIL-STD-490). il c' ' INTEGRATED LOGISTICS SUP- P'.--- INTERT ED LOITC Sipie, Uniie, -n PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS. Prod- interchangeability can have on design

PORT. A disciplined, unified, and Duct specifications pod- is shown in Figure 8. The example
iterative approach to the management uct specifications are applicable to any shows that the F-16 aircraft, developed

' and technical activities necessary to: item below the system level, and may by General Dynamics Corporation,
be oriented toward procurement of a Fort Worth, Texas, has five integrated-Integrate support considerations into product through specification of Fotor s, has fve intratedservo actuators that are common and

system and equipment design primarily function (performance) re- interchangeable and operate the
-Develop support requirements that quirements or primarily fabrication flaperons, horizontal tails, and the
are related consistently to readiness ob- (detailed design) requirements. rudder; the flaperons are inter-
jectives, to design, and to each other -A product function specification changeable left and right, horizontal
-Acquire the required support states (1) the complete performance re- tails are interchangeable left and right,
-Provide the required support during quirements of the product for the in- and rotary actuators that operate the

V. the operational phase at minimum costquthprdcfothin adrtrycutrshtoeaete
(DODD 5000.39). tended use, and (2) necessary interface leading edge flaps are interchangeable

and interchangeability characteristics, left and right. Notice that this exam- '-'
LOGISTICS SUPPORT ANALYSIS It covers form, fit, and function. pie is addressing standardization and
(LSA). The selective application of -A product fabrication specification interchangeability in the airframe,
scientific and engineering efforts states (1) a detailed description of the fuselage, wing and tail of the WBS of

[N.. undertaken during the acquisition parts and assemblies of the product, Figure 7. The key point is that if you

egnigprocess, prto thesyistems: all byt pfrews n 2 hs e-ts ths ob dniideryihengneingprocess, as part of the systems usually by prescribing compliance with desire to get maximum return on this[ ,, a st ofdrawings, and (2) those per- task it has to be identified early in the

-Causing support considerations to formance requirements and corre- design process while the designer is
influence design sponding tests and inspections neces- putting the design on paper or cathode
-Defining support requirements that sary to assure proper fabrication, ad- ray tube.
are related optimally to design and to justment, and assembly techniques. What are the benefits derived from
each other (MIL-STD-490).i a task like standardization and inter-

Pwgrapl N eataxe 1; l, uary-Fetruary 198v
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Figure 8. F. 16 Aircraft for external access. Another point to
be made is the interface among dif-

5 COMMON ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC ferent WBS compartments. While con-
SERVOS -"sidering turnaround and standardiza-

5 ACTUATORS ARE COMMON tion and interchangeability tasks at the
airframe level of the WBS, considera-

CO O Ation should be given to what type of
INTERCHANGEABLE "fasteners, compartment located at the
LEFT AND RIGHT bottom of the WBS (Figure 7), will be

used to support the design of the
airframe.

Lessons-learned reports tell us that
fastener problems like material, length,

INTER HANGEABLE torque, susceptibility to damage, tools,HORIZONTAL TAILSLEFT AND RIGHT etc., cause considerable problems forF Amaintenance personnel in the field.
The F-16 aircraft designers were able
to reduce the number of fasteners

FLAPERONS down to 47 kinds of standard
INTERCHANGEABLE fasteners-from 226 for the F-111, and
LEFT AND RIGHT 75 for the YF-16.Fo 5 frte)F1. ,

changeability? There are several: It turnaround during the design process, Conclusion
reduces the number of spares and accessibility becomes a key design fac- There are basic things that happen
repair parts required, therefore saving tor. Sixty percent of the surface of the to increase the probability that the
money; reduces the quantity of new F-16 aircraft is removable; the surface weapon system will be supported,
part numbers entering the inventory, contains 250 removable access doors across all of the ILS elements, when
which lessens administrative tracking and covers. Approximately 95 percent delivered to the field. . .
and documentation cost; helps of the airplane's components are single- Program Managers Should:
technical-manual writers simplify texts tiered, which means that maintenance .
and illustrations; and, most of all, pro- personnel have immediate access to the -Identify supportability constraints in
vides simplicity and flexibility to component once the access door or the program no later than concept
maintenance personnel in support of cover is opened. exploration
the weapon system, which enhances -Be an advocate for dollars to sup-
system readiness. port LSA

Let's look at another constraint men- Sixty percent of the -Ask questions about recommended
tioned above, turnaround times. Some x LSA tasks to be included in the SOW
examples of turnaround times might surface of the F-16 -Select only LSA tasks that can be

e: isjustified and project at least a 4-1 sav-
-Quick turnaround without weapons arcrat i ings to investment ratio over a 5-year
loading, 3 people, 10 minutes removable-the sur- period of operation (based on my ex-

-Inspect, service liquid oxygen, o a perience in the productivity, reliabili-
refuel face contains 250 ty, availability, maintainability
-Quick turnaround with simultane- removable access -Put Lrermentinot

ous servicing and weapons loading, 11 door and covers, spcocahn

people, 10 minutes doors and covers. specifications
-Iset evc iudoye,-Ensure that ILS and LSA are integralii . -Inspect, service liquid oxygen,

-refuel, and load weapons, parts of the contractor's systems
engineering process (two key places to

The LSA tasks 205 and 301 would A concerted effort should be made look are in the contractor's system
be identified in the SOW with ap- by all of the functional people work- engineering plan and the integrated
plicable subtasks. Note that these tasks ing within different compartments of support plan)
would allow the contractor to address the WBS to integrate LSA tasks. The -Use LSA as an analytical tool early
many supportability-related d two examples I mentioned above can in the design process to influence
factors and functional requirements, be used to explain this point. By con- engineering functions like reliability,
but here we will look only at quick sidering standardization and inter- maintainability, design layout, ac-
turnaround. changeability with the turnaround re- cessibility, standardization and inter-

Again, let's use the F-16 as an exam- quirements, the 250 access doors and changeability, complexity, etc., to in-
pie (see Figure 9) and then look at the covers were designed to be inter- fluence, among other things, quantity,
airframe compartment of the WBS (see changeable from aircraft to aircraft, size, weight, and cost of the ILS
Figure 7). While considering quick and four standard tools were designed elements.E
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Strategic Planning in U.S. Army

Armaments and
Munitions

Lieutenant Colonel 0. B. Koropey, USA
Edward Fennell

AS

JA.
41 .60, q. .-. ... ,

and development establishment for
you don t know where you're go- systems of guns and bullets. The

ing, chances are ,Ou11 never get ARDC's antecedents had made some
there." These words summarize the noteworthy contributions to nationa! " .

need for strategic planning in any defense. Some examples of their work,
organization. Recognizing there are " often accomplished in conjunction

many different interpretations of the with private industry, are the develop-
term, "strategic planning," we will ment of the 155mm M198 Howitzer,
define this to be a process whose pur- the Squad Automatic Weapon, the

. powe i, to bring about and maintain a Copperhead laser guided artillery pro-
poitive match between an organiza- ,41. .. jectile, the entire family of scatterable
tion and it, environment, addressing , "mines (FASCAM), and the M1 tank's
the broadest aspects ot the organiza- new 120mm armament.
tion, and considering the near-, mid-, The Army wants
and long-range time frames.1 Some of the previous reorganiza-

Strategicplanning was revitalizedo 7,058 M ls by 1990. tions moved masses of scientists and
engineers from facilities in other states

nctssitv at the Armament Research Production includes to Picatinny and laid off elements of -
ind l)velopment Center tAhI)C) ir- ii the old production-oriented work- - - -

medi.tely after the organization was assembl o the force. These trauma caused serious
S e rtablihed in aul 13. Several a turret a 120mm identity problems and insecurities at all
or organizational shakeups dating anworkforce levels. Though continuing

bajk to the 10 70,, had broken apart, cannon, which to perform their mission, many of the
then recombined the Armv , arma- employees experienced a malaise
I, .. a ind munition, communit, set- replaces the 105mm caused by the reorganizations, a sense
ting the stage for a (omprehensive ot being hamstrung by the bureaucra-
planning ettort. g n t. cy, and an erosion of technical job sat-

The core of the organization is tr om modet origins as a powder depot isfaction as the "system" tended to
located at l'icatinn v Arsnal. )over, in the 1880s. to a munitions manufac- place more and more technical work
N.I.. with a rnajor elemetnt at turing, lailitv during World Warli, to out on contract. Furthermore, it was
I,Watervlivt, N.Y. [Picatinn' evolved it' urrent role as the Armv's resear( h no secret that the Army laboratories, ,
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as a whole, were undergoing £ T h 1 I M 1 properly considered, the commander
extremely close crutiny by the e 1 M198 directed that not only the traditional
Department of Defense and the H technical and fiscal issues appear in the
ArmN' leadership relative to their plan, but also that people, facilities,
produCtivity and worth to the M 712 Copperhead and manageme,,t considerations be ful-
taxpayer. .,jj ly integrated. Thus, we would be lay-

As part of a general effort to "up the laser-gulueu ing out future technical goals in full

organization," top management estab- artillery projectile synchronization with arranging th

lished in lUly 1083 a small team of money, talent, buildings, instruments,

hand-picked middle managers. all with is shown on the and management structures needed to
achieve them. These five dimen-significant line leadership experience, fore iechncl Ths ie Ie,. b. ,e.,,ed e orm,,ae. . next page before sions-technical, fiscal, people, :., vi

mnrandthetechnial director-- an permeatciliti every phasen of the planninguld
They would report only to the com- imp act with fate a nmander and the technical director of effrt phas oftanpanin

ARDC, and their first mission was to M47effort. .r I
establish a strategic planning system , Participation by the "Stakeholders."
and develop a plan to set the organiza- I Every effort was made to involve in the
tion on a continuing positive course. planning process those people who

I.

"- - , .,',''- :

Zgf:

This team drew initially upon the ARDC institutionalized strategic plan- would hold a stake in the execution
strategic planning expertise of the ning. We hope that recounting the and realization of the plan. It had to
DARCOM (now AMC) Long-Range highlights of this process will provide be their plan in order to gain their com- 0

Planning Office, the recent experience useful information to similar organiza- mitment toward its fulfillment. Con-
ot the former ARRCOM Long-Range tions undergoing similar challenges. sequently, Center-level management
Planning Office, and the Organiza- Conceptual Framework insisted on active participation by the
tional Effectiveness cells of their parent leaders of ARDC's subordinate func-
headquarters. They visited other The ARDC Strategic Planning tional elements.
DARCOM commodity commands, System was to involve two major ac-
notably the Missile Command, the tivities, (I) building a comprehensive Centralized Coordination and Sanc-
Aviation Command, and the Elec- Strategic Plan, and (2) bridging that tioning. The plan demanded some cen-
tronics Command to learn strategic plan into programmatic action. tralization in order to produce a ".-!r
planning in the unique government coherent, coordinated and integrated
bureaucracy. They also took a formal Key Considerations course for ARDC. The elusive balance .
textbook course in strategic planning Scope. This aspect was probably the between encouraging creativity and in- 0
to become familiar with the broader, most unique feature of the ARDC itiative at the functional level, vet pro-
generally business-oriented theory on planning effort. In order to ensure that viding for a well-integrated plan, was
the subject. This paper describes how all the threads of the organization be achieved through a series of iterative
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planning events occurring between the iteration, given the feedback from the R&D. An industry-academic advisory
headquarters level and functional previous one, the plan will get better. council was organized to get the feed-
level. These were: top-down guidance, An annual updating cycle was back of these two institutions on the
bottom-up initial strategy planning by established for the key operational an- projected ARDC technical program.
subordinate elements, top-level con- nexes; but, the main body was to be Finally, informal mechanisms (such as
solidation and synthesis of subordinate updated less frequently in order to pro- personal contacts) for internal and ex-
element inputs, bottom-up final com- vide some stability in direction for the ternal feedback on both the plan itself
ment on the Center plan by subor- organization. Here, a 2- or 3-year cy- and its achievement were reinforced at
dinate elements, a final top-level revi- che was postulated. all levels with the focus for this infor-
sion, and sanction by the commander. Feedback. This point was stressed mation being at the planning office.
(These items will be addressed in detail from the outset. It had two facets, (1) The Driving Questions (and some
later in this paper.) feedback as to accomplishing the plan, answers)

Time Continuum. To avoid the fat, and (2) feedback as to the plan itself- The planning effort was based upon
of many strategic plans, which is to be its quality and content. With regard to the concept of the "self-fulfilling
relegated to a back shelf soon after be- plan accomplishment, measureable ob- prophesy." The organization built for
ing written, top management jectives and implementing tasks were itself a reasonable, very detailed and
stipulated that this would not be just established within the plan, and were comprehensive picture of the future it
a long-range plan. It would span the used to assess progress toward achieve- desired. The "self-fulfilling prophesy"

, -A

'-..
,  . ..

near-, mid-, and long-term out to 20 ment in a formal review and analysis concept holds that this vivid picture,
years. It would be an operational process. With regard to quality and internalized by all, will help shape
document for the near-term that could content, in addition to formal coor- psychic and behavior patterns, and ac-

% not be ignored. Considerable debate dination during the plan's writing, a tu~aly start to "make it happen" (a [a
% revolved about this point because of broad appeal was made to the entire Professor Maltz in his book, Psycho-

- the practical challenges of combining workforce via the ARDC newspaper to Cebrnetics). The portrayal of the
-____ a near-term operational plan with the read the plan critically, appraise its future would be developed only after

more flexible, less clearly defined con- utility, and provide comments to the careful analysis of the current state of
tinuum of the mid- and long-term. The planning office. Feedback on the plan the organization and how the external
linkage was accomplished without from external sources was solicited by environment could be expected to et-
serious difficulty through annexes to briefing the plan to key actors in AMC tect it. The plan would therefore

" ' the plan which bridged into the plan- and the more general Army leadership, systematically answer the following
," fning, programming, budgeting, and particularly at TRACDOC. An ARDC tour critical questions:

execution system (PPBES). Strategic Planning Council was -Where are we now
Iteration. Since the plan had to be established at 05 00 level with.,.-, .. W hat will be the effect (in us Oft he 7

a living document, the system had to TRADOC, DCSRDA, DCSOPS, - w b t e o s • the
. . • provide for a periodic updating and DCSLO(;, and other organizations future external environmnent

revision. We anticipate that with each which strongly influence armament -Where do we want to be?
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-How do we get there? ments of friends and allies would also Army R&D and Procurement money
And each question would be analyzed require careful consideration. going to ARDC, DARCOM headquar-
in the five dimensions of technical, ters suggested the following: Plan for
fiscal, people, facilities, and man- An "environmental scan" was ac- realizing the levels of funding in 'he
agement. complished by study and discussion of budget planning year and in the pro-

a host of future-oriented documents, gram objective memorandum (POM)
The following elaborates on these including Megatrends, Air-Land Bat- through the 5-year POM timeframe.

critical questions and provides ex- tie 2000/Army 21, the Global 2000 Limit funding projections for subse-
amples of ARDC's answers: Report to the President, the Soviet Bat- quent years to one percent real growth.
-Where are we now? This analysis tlefield Development Plan, the Army Thus, the ARDC Strategic Plan was
engendered a very candid appraisal of Plan, and the Army's Mission Area structured in a constrained fiscal en-
the state-of-the-organization. The Analyses. The results of these analyses vironment, and although the softness
ARDC's strengths and weaknesses identified threats and opportunities of out-year funding projections was
were presented in sharp relief. The leading to the following "strategic im- recognized, the plan presented a
problems mentioned in the introduc- peratives" for the armament reasonable point of departure.
tion were surfaced, as were the signifi- community.
cant strengths of the organization, Analysis of demographic trends in-
most notably, the impressive talent -Leap ahead of the threat -stop play- dicated that the talent pool of young, .

and experience pool of the Center's ing technical catchup always in a reac- highly-trained engineers and scientists
2,500 scientists and engineers. tive mode. to replace the large numbers of ex-

The squad
automatic

- weapon is a man-
portable, lightweight
machine gun capable
of delivering a heavy
volume of fire up to a
range of 800 meters.

-Effect of future external environ- -Arm a powerful light division while perienced ARDC people becoming N
ment? The emphasis in this analysis maintaining the strength of the heavy, eligible for retirement would dwindle.
was to identify threats and oppor- -Capitalize on U.S. technological Private industry, offering significant-
tunities for the future. As the research, strengths. ly higher starting salaries, would retain
development and engineering center a recruiting advantage. This problem
for one of the Army's major commodi- Alternative scenarios were con- would be especially severe in those
ty commands, ARDC would continue sidered for ARDC along the spectrum disciplines critical to ARDC's expand- .

to be subject to the influences and of conflict ranging from terrorism, ing future incorporating microelec-
pressures of its position in the Army through limited war, to all-out ther- tronics into computer-driven weapons.
and Defense hierarchies. The Defense monuclear war. For purposes of this All indications were that manpower
hierarchy, in turn, would be subject to plan, the most likely adversarial en- constraints in the government
domestic political influences to world- vironment was determined to be workforce would continue to be . .
wide developments revolving largely similar to what we were experiencing severe. Thus, despite an expanded pro-
around the actions and capabilities of at the time. The analyses showed that jected workload, the plan assumed no
our adversaries. Furthermore, ARDC ARDC could and should be a major expansion of ARDC manpower in the
would have to adapt to its local en- contributor to reducing the risk of
vironment in terms of labor-force nuclear war by conceiving andis
availability, prevailing attitudes in the developing, in partnership with private
local community toward Defense, and industry, more technologically current an Ainy Fellow at thesu e i r c np n o u H o o i,c r hIstitu ti on o ii W a,m R v 'o li- " ''-
local dictates relative to environmen- superior conventional weapons for our tiot anl Pe~aeS ord Calif. He i"
tal impacts of technical activity at the troops. " graduate of "AC ,4-2.
Center. Probably the most direct ex- Funding projections for the planning
ternal impact on ARDC's technical timeframe were critical to the plan's 0 Mr. Fentilll i, cirrently, a
future would result from the development. After some optimistic in- tc-hnical maiaegc in the ccnter
technological posture of future adver- ternal ARDC assessments which im- ;tnatcgy office Armanent R, -)
saries. Projected technical achieve- plied a significantly increased share of ('enter.
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20-year planning timeframe. Emphasis -The Individual Soldier. The combat heavy, close combat light,
had to be on strategies to enhance pro- development of weapons for the in- etc.), and major weapon system (e.g.,
ductivity within existing manpower dividual soldier, including small arms, 155mm self-propelled howitzers)
ceilings. grenades, and other lightweight, man- within each mission area. It depicts the " ..

Demographic analyses also showed portable ordnance. full life-cycle panorama of armaments

a reduction in the military-age youth and munitions from early technology .
pool through the early -a990s uTh With these overall technical beacons in base activity through development and

creased the impetus for developing ar- sight, detailed programs with dollars, production, to engineering support
tiica itheligne androtc epong a people, facilities, and management after fielding. This document becomes
sstemsa intoedece anp r r ie-n structures were laid out over the plan- the bridge to various AMC and ArmyE; " s yste m s to re d u ce m a n p o w e r req u ire - n ng t m ra ep a ni g d c e ts o i c u e th. , €

ments, particularly in the high-casualty ning timeframe. planning documents to include the

forward areas. -How do we get there? The overall Army Long-Range Research Develop-

-Where do we want to be? The col- philosophy of how we get to our vi- ment and Acquisition Plan which feeds
sion of the future was summarized in the POM, and the AMC Mission Area

lective judgment of ARDC managers the following "Strategic Challenges": Materiel Plans (MAMPs). Perhaps
projected a continuing major role for -"l"s

€'. i, the organization in armaments and -Develop and maintain a well- more importantly, the Tech Fiscal An-
munitions. The goal was to achieve ac- managed, competent, productive, and nex is used to develop the presenta-

ceptance as the undisputed "center of relevant workforce. a t AMC C e ews andalDA, AMC, TRACDOC Reviews, and ..
excellence" in this field. Seven long- -Initiate and execute technical pro- vice-versa.
term technical thrusts were identified grams that lead to the fielding and sup-
in the plan to focus technical activity port of armament systems which are The Mission Support Annex links
toward the high-priority areas iden- responsive to the Army's mission with the AMC R&D Laboratory '

titied in the environmental scan, and needs, future operational concepts, Facilities Modernization Plan and is
to achieve a critical mass of resources, and the state of technology used as a broad planning tool for an-
on fewer projects, it necessary. In -Develop and maintain suitable fa- nual personnel recruiting and training.
keeping with the "self-fulfilling proph- cilities that contribute to the satisfac-
,sv' idea, these thrusts were fleshed tion of the first two challenges. How to Set Up the System

out with as much technical and fiscal The plan expanded upon these The following is a brief "cookbook"
detail a, possible. Briefly summarized, challenges and it established goals, ob- on the specific steps to establish a
thev are: jectives, and tasks to achieve them. strategic plan at the corporate level;

Leaping Each task was tied to milestones and that is, at the general-officer level in a
Leap Ahead Artillery. Leaping to specific managers responsible for service's R&D establishment.

ahead of Soviet cannon artillery sys- their accomplishment. Eventually, the -Dedicate the Resources for Planning
terni, through application of robotics tasks would be incorporated into these
and artititial intelligence, and through managers' performance standards.else, you don't get
revolutionarv new gun propulsion Many of the tasks were relatively something for nothing. The ARDC

found that at least during the first cou-
""n ,short-duration and oriented toward in- pie years of planning activity, in order '-\Smart Bullets. Greatly expanding itiation of actions to accomplish ma- t ai r c n g i

'.mar! ,Ih't, dtvelopment to exploit jor long-term objectives. Examples are aostaoficompetig prit adi-
tc( hnologv even beyond the development of a plan for automating atedst is cessary. Th ei
,apailiti-, ot Copperhead and similar all appropriate engineer workstations, tep team will e refletedi .'.,',,." .v,.t m,. nd c nducing stu y todete mine the people on the team will be reflected ,'
,t'a c ui at tdt i in the quality of the plan. As with most

¢,, .. •  The Light~ivison. Developingwhat portion of ARDC's mission'-. .raThe Light Division. Developing should be executed in-house versus organizations, ARDC already had a
fera teLight powerfuiwpon contractors. These goals and objectives oriented toward strategic planning.

ArmaentEnhnceentIniiatvewere integrated into the goals and ob- This function dealt with relatively
! ~Armament Enhancement Initiative. jectives tit parent headquarters: and Ti ucindatwt eaiey S-..'

A lsiie1o ecie taethedurer:ad near-team PPBES issues and had its ,--

ocsA ca,itied initiative for close tombat they were distributed to every manager hadtfll Proec manaes an g i" " ~hands full. Project managers dealing 'L.¢
t fortes, and worker in ARDC as an annex to wmu d

Ammunition Logistics. Improving the Strategic Plan. opich acqisaition s eloped acquisition strategies reflecting .'-.-
r,. ammunition packaging and resupply, the kind o comprehensive thinking re-.

a long under-emphasized area where Bridge to Programmatic Action quired in strategic planning, but their

application of new technology and The Strategic Planning Service pro- charters were restricted to their own
% • streamlined management techniques rides for this vital link to reality via system,, and ,1uall1V looked at only the

can yield very high returns in overall two major annexes to the Strategic short- and mid-term. An organization
combat effectiveness, Plan. The Tech Fiscal Annex lays out like ARDC. which services many PMs, %

-_ Mines, Countermines and Demoli- the projected technical program and has the mission and the broader per-
tions. Using high technology sensors anticipated dollars in a 20-year con- spective necessary to make a rational
and warheads to optimize the "combat text. It describes the seven technical -lan tor research and development of
multiplier" potential of these relative- thruts and then shows ARI)C's pro- multiple interrelated weapon systems N
ly simple ways to shape the battlefield jected technical contribution- by Mis- over a longer timetrane. Thus, a (led-
to our advantage. sion Area (e.g., tire support, close icated strategic planning team of tour

- ii b tiii','"'!oiii:F'ria'i
P'rogram Managelr 23 hlal-r1/-Felbmap-y 108o4,
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i Figure 3. Sample Physical Structure ARDC, the commander took a per- Isonal interest in the effort. He had thefor a Strategic Plan strategic planning group represented

daily in command group meetings, and *.';"

THE THREAT he personally participated in a series of
Annex D briefings to inform the Army hierarchy

of the plan's content.
MISSION SUPPORT The first goal setting session was a

ANNEX day-long affair in which the com-
Annex C mander and leaders of major subor-

dinate organizations took part. It took
place away from the headquarters, and
used common organizational effec-
tiveness techniques. The goals of

TECH/FISCAL ANNEX ARDC's parent headquarters, AMC-
COM, were used as the point of depar-
ture for setting forth ARDC goals.
-Kick-off With a Strategic Planning,

Workshop. This workshop sets the
AROC GOALS & Annex tone for the nitty-gritty of the planning

OBJECTIVES effort. In this 4-day session, the
subordinate-level planners are edu-
cated on the external environment and

ARDC Annex A are taught the necessary strategic plan-
STRATEGIC ning skills. At ARDC they were

PLAN presented a series of briefings on the
future Threat (the Soviet Battlefield

(Main Body) Development Plan), the Army Plan,
L ARDC STRATEGIC PLAN the Army's concepts for how it plans

to fight in the future, the technical im-
plications of the Army's Mission Area
Analyses and industry technological

people was formed at the ARDC head- tured, scheduled, disciplined effort. A trends. These were followed by 2 days
quarters level. It received adequate detailed schedule is useful, as is a work of extensive discussion and brain-
funding to travel extensively and to breakdown structure. Examples are storming on the implications of the ex-
leverage its own efforts through out- shown at Figures 1 and 2, respectively. ternal environment for ARDC, and on

V "i_ side assistance. Also, the 30 subor- The physical structure of the ARDC the initial top-management goals. The
dinate agencies of ARDC designated plan is shown in Figure 3. The main final day of the workshop was used to
primary and secondary planning of- body of the plan is a 40-page document teach precisely who, what, where,
ficers who were management-level laying out the answers to the four driv- when, and how each subordinate or-
people responsible for their organiza- ing questions. The Tech/Fiscal Annex ganization should conduct its planning
tion's participation in and contribution projects the detailed technical mission. effort. A formal packet of planning
to the planning process. ThisAnnex is organized into Part I guidance, including all the workshop

-Get Some Outside Help. Hire a (Technology Base), Part II (Develop- briefings, was issued to all partici-
quality contractor to assist in the plan- ment), and Part III (Production and pants. This included a sample strategic
ning effort. The ARDC hired an estab- Support). The Threat Annex describes plan for a hypothetical subordinate
lished think-tank with experience in the technical status of our potential organization (the "No Cal Labora-

strategic planning. Its role was to pro- adversaries and implications for tory") to be used as a planning
vide advice on certain mechanical ARDC. The Mission Support Annex template. The idea is to make the
aspects of strategic planning and an addresses people and facilities. The mechanics of the planning process as
outside perspective for the organiza- Goals and Objectives Annex lays out simple as possible and to show exact-
tion. It also assisted in facilitating the the goals, objectives and implementing that the can concentrate on the
planning seminars and in developing tasks for ARDC. utpt.
the initial draft of the plan. It is critical, -Get Top Management Support and ..
however, to note that the center literal- Involvement. This means not only at -Functional Elements Plan and Cross
ly wrote its own plan. The contractor the corporate level, but also at the Pollinate. Subordinate element plan- ", %
was a technical assistant in the proc- functional levels. This involvement can ners then hold their own planning -e.e :
ess. This relationship was essential to be precipitated in an initial top-level. ,eminar, for their own organi/ation,.
fulfillment of the "stakeholder" concept goal-setting session, and reinforced after whi(h they draft their first-(ut
mentioned previously, through top-level participation in the ,trategi( plan,. An important event in
-Plan-to-Plan. The generation of a milestone reviews of the plan. and in thi,, process i, the tir,,t .ros, pollina-
strategic plan lends itself to a struc- the final approval of the plan. At tion s,,eion, in which these planners
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brief their organizations' draft plans to mander, ARDC, and the commander The ARDC engineers and scientists,
their peers, in order to coordinate of each TRADOC center on each mis- working closely with the user com-
them. modify them tor coherency, and sion area chapter of the Tech/Fiscal munity, are in a better position than %

to capitalize on each other's good Annex. Coordination with the DA any other agency to chart a recom-
ideas. An ancillary benefit of this ex- staff is formally addressed through the mended technical future for the Army's
change is that the up-and-coming Strategic Planning Council which armaments and munitions. They can
managers selected to represent their meets twice yearly to review and com- make best-informed projections of
organizations become intimately ment on the plan. This coordination what the technology has to offer,
familiar with the total fabric of the process provides graphical insight to based on a broad and unbiased view
organization and its emerging goals, the DA staff as to the impact of specific of the entire spectrum of relevant
and begin to pull in the same direction, funding cuts on the total mosaic of ar- technologies. While ARDC must re- " -.

-Write, Coordinate, and Get Bless- mainents and munitions R&D. main attuned to the Army's needs and
ing. After subordinate elements revise -The Industry Connection. A balance "how-to-fight" concepts, there is a real
and complete their functional element had to be struck between the utility of two-way street between technol-

plans, the leaders of these elements making the relevant parts of the plan ogy-driven fighting concepts and
brief their peers and the commander, available to industry, in order to bet- concepts-driven technology. The key .,

to solving this riddle is close and con-This assembly of top managers also ter harness their technical activity, ver- t omiation-betwen-thiuse
benefits from the exchange as their sus keeping sensitive information ant chnica peen the plan
subordinates had done 2 months properly guarded. The answer was an and the technical people; and the plan

earlier. The corporate-level planning edited revision of the plan for industry makes this easier. S
office then consolidates and integrates consumption. The ARDC Plan should not become
the functional element plans into an Conclusions t sArmy plan for armaments and mu-
overall plan for the Center. They pro- nitions. In fact, higher levels must in-
vide drafts of this plan to the run- Some observations on the planning tegrate the suboptimized ARDC view N"

tional elements for comment. Revi- effort: with the broader perspectives available
sions are made based on the comments - Is it worth it? The cost of the first at Army-level; and ARDC will neces-

l and the final plan is briefed to the com- comprehensive strategic planning ef- sarily adopt these changes in the
tor iterative nature of the planning proc- .-mander for approval, tort was about $500,000, including es. B t u the plan ing te c.ica

Publish Widely. Publication tollows salaries of the planning office, the part-
with the broadest possible dissemina- time commitments of functional ele- goals and the resources and manage-

ment structures to achieve them, istion consistent with security re- ment planners who invested an m ucues dangerieetti an
quirements. (Every ARDC employee average of 3 weeks each, and the con- much less a danger in perpetuating an J,
was given copies of the unclassified tractor support. In return, Center unnecessary technocracy than it is a

parts of the plan. Publication of the management at all levels executed its positive catalyst for efficient, long-
term use of taxpayer resources.

annexes is timed to correspond with inherent planning responsibilities more
the operative IPBES event. The comprehensively than ever before. The -Flexibility Versus Capriciousness.
Tech Fiscal Annex, for example, is Center has its own comprehensive Like structural materials, planning

published in draft prior to the roadmap to the future with the active systems that are too rigid, are likely to

)A AMC TRADOC Reviews in participation of the functional elements crack under external or internal stress.

order to shape the Center's technical who will have to make it happen. On the other hand, like structual -
thinking in preparation for them. The Within ARDC there is now an un- materials, planning systems that are
final version is published after these precedented level of understanding of too pliant will lack the strength to ac-
reviews, benefiting from decisions a common vision toward which complish their ultimate goals. The
made there. The Mission Support An- ARDC's people can direct their collec- system at ARDC was designed for
nex is published in synchronization tive physical and psychic energies. The balance, but with perhaps a bias
with the AMC R&D Laboratorv workforce is sophisticated enough to toward more rigidity and stability than

Facilities Modernization Plan. The know that the plan has very little had been perceived in the past. The
J., plan is formally integrated into the likelihood ot realization, in toto, but tlexibility card had been overplayed in

parent headquarters (AMCCOM) they also recognize that they now have that particular environment. Many say
s ,trategic plan. This completes one cy- something to shoot for ani. with a lit- that a planning exercise is good for its
(le of the planning process. th' luck. they'll get at least part way own sake, simply because of the

there. discipline and communications it
-Coordinate with the User. Coor- forces on an organization. These _

dination with the Army user corn- Was it presumptuous of RDC to lay benefits notwithstanding, the ARDC
I munity, as represented by TRADOC, out such a plan? After all. shouldn't system was designed to be much more

is ab,,olutely essential to the ultimate ARDC imply be responding to what than an exercise. The intent is really to
ntulillmen t ot technital aspirations in the user savs he needs for the future? make it hapypen. .. \.*

the teth Fistal Anne\. What about Concept Based Require- -Many Suitable Approaches to

Spe i.il emphasis must be plated on m'niSt' Isn't there a danger of this Strategic Planning. The approach
oordinating the various mission area government armaments technocracy presented here is only one way to per- %

sugments with the respe. t i ve perpetuating itself indefi nitelv, form this vital management function.
FR'l)O( (enter: and the aim is to oh- whether or not it is really contributing There is certainly no guarantee that
tain th, ,-,ignatU re (it the ,om- to national defense ,,, (. Aimeo ,ts pagc 54)
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SEOD PULIATO

Technical Management
Activities Chart Update

Wilbur V. Arnold
Paul I. Mcllvaine

hen the first edition of the achieve this goal, a program manager tinues through most of the program.
'ystem Life Cycle Techni- works to establish and maintain a The general thrust of technical _

Cal Activities Chart was balance among cost (acquisition and management goes like this:
published in the lanuary- ownership), system effectiveness (in -Define what it takes to support, pro-
February 1984 Program terms of the mission to be performed), duce, and test the system utilizing

Mta,ger, comments were solicited in and schedule. analyses. Then see if we can afford it.
anticipation of updating it. General The system life cycle consists of the -Influence the design through pro-
response to the chart was positive and interval from program initiation e ibilty erig, logisics
copies appeared on the walls of many ir rnuly eninein, logisics
system acquisition practitioners. The through system disposal. All activi to cost. Develop specifications and design

inteaqiiinpoescnterst ot eeo seiiain npurpose of this article is to release the in the acquisition process cetr
second version of the chart (Figure 1) around the systeml equipment Thus, anslate requirements into contract

the state of definition of the systemwith a brief description of the update -Prepare to execute by arranging for
and some basic background for those configuration at any time in the system the test facilities, acquiring and setting
who missed the earlier issue. life cych. is an area of common interest up th v- l d i

among all disciplines. Phases in the up the production line, designing and
As a practical matter there are no defense systems life cycle are pro- acquiring the logistic support.

technical differences between versions mulgated by the Department of -- Execute by testing, manufacturing,
of the charts; the sea:ch has been for Defense as concept exploration, and supporting.

better methods to show the dynamic demonstration validation, full-scale Figure I is a rigorous endeavor to show
nature of the system acquisition proc- development, production, and opera- all the technical management activities
ess and the required interdisciplinary tion and support. in relative time phase. As such, it pro-
coordination. The first chart indicated vides the manager a list of activities
that product definition is the common Division of technical activities into that should be accomplished and in-
thread in system acquisition technical functional areas of design, test, tegrated in the various program
activity, but artificial divisions ap- phases.
peared for baselines, system engineer- convenient and usually results in a cor- .

ing hardware, computer software responding division of labor in a pro- Acquisition Life-Cycle Technical .. :-

peculiar system engineering activities, gram office. Activities
and cost considerations which seemed As can be seen from Figure 1, each Technical activities are the genesis of
to separate them from that common of these functional areas is active in the a weapon system and continue . ..

thread. The new format broadens the earliest phase of the life cycle and con- throughout its life. Put another way, '.-

system engineering process description earliest pict,
to encompass the efforts that support .,.-__._
product definition and provide tools FIgure 2. A SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM
for management of the activity. The 2

remainder of the chart reflects the , -.

earlier format for test and evaluation, .-

production management, and in- I
ttgrated logistics support with updates I -
for current policy and thought. SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM

4 EFFECTIVENESS COST SCHEDULE
Overview , .

Technical management is a broad CAPABILITY -RDT&E LTIME REQUIRED ""
term that includes the management of TO FIELD FULLY
a totally integrated effort of svstem -DEPENDABILITY -PRODUCTION SUPPORTED
engineering, test and evaluation, pro-L SYSTEM
d uction and logistics support over the L-AVAILABILITY OPERATION

'stem life cycle. The goal is to deploy & SUPPORT 0
(in a timely manner and sustain an ef-
fective system that satisfies the need at LDISPOSAL
an aftordable cost (Figure 2). [o
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SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES• 0

* INTRODUCTION

' .i The past several decades have seen the rise of large, highly interactive defense systems
that are often on the forward edge of technology. These systems have a natural process of
evolution, or life cycle, in which actions taken or avoided in the very early stages can mean the

0 difference between success and failure downstream. Acquisition of a system is a process that
" begins with the identification of a need. The goal of a system acquisition is to deploy (in a

"4'-.timely manner) and sustain an effective system that satisfies the need at an affordable cost.
. The acquisition process consists of managing the technical activities by establishing and

maintaining a balance among cost ( the resources required to acquire, produce, operate &
support, and dispose of a system), system effectiveness (the degree to which a system can be
expected to achieve a set of specific mission requirements), and schedule.

FUNCTIONAL GLOSSARY

Contract - The document that definitizes the govenment/industry agreement.

RFP, SOW, SPEC. CDRL (Request for Proposal, Statement of Work, Specification,
Contract Data Requirements List) - The documents used in letting contracts for
each phase of work. The RFP sets forth the needs, the SOW is the formal statement
of these needs as requirements for contractual effort, the specification sets forth
the technical requirements and the CDRL definitizes the data deliverables.

1 I. Systems Engineering

System Engineering Management Plan (SEMP) - A formal document which includes plans
and schedules for conduct of the product definition effort, the integration of design
specialties, and operation of the contractor's Systems Engineering organization.

'.4 . Preplanned Product Improvement (p3T) - A deliberate decision delaying incorporation of a
system capability but providing growt] allocations for the capability.

A. Product Definition

Operational Requirement - Statement of the mission needs. 4

Technical Requirements Formulation - The process of converting operational
requirements into technical requirements that can be acted on by designers.

Requirements Scrub - review of user/government comments received in
response to announcement of an operational requirement. The scrub is used to
validate and prioritize suggested/requested system functions/capabilities be-
fore release to industry. The technique may continue during the development
process to address dynamic changes in requirements and technical capabilities.

Type A. B, C, D, E Specifications - See functional, allocated, and product
baselines (I. C.).

B. Design Reviews & Audits

SRR - System Requirements Review - A formal review to ensure that system
% requi.ements have been completely and properly identified and that there is a

mutual understanding between the government and contractor.

SDR- System Design Review - A formal revew of the conceptual design of the
system to establish its capability to satisfy requirements.

A-1
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preliminiary design logically follows the SDR findings and meets the require-
ments, and results in approval to begin detail design.

CDR - Critical Design Review - A formal review to evaluate the completeness
of the design and interfaces.

TRR - Test Readiness Review - A formal review of the contractor's readiness to
begin testing computer software configuration items.

FCA - Functional Configuration Audit - A formal review which verifies that the
actual item which represents the production configuration complies with the
development specification.

PCA-Physical Configuration Audit - A formal review which establishes the
product baseline as reflected in an early production configuration item.

FQZR - Formal Qualification Review - a systems level configuration audit con-
ducted after system testing is completed (to ensure performance requirements of
the system specification have been met).

tEn&ieering Change Reviews - Assessments of the impact of engineering or
des ig n change s.

C. Con-Thi--tionManaiementPFasiclines

F-.,nctiona! Baseline - The technical portion of the program requirements (type
-ss~rn sPecifP :ation); provides the basis for contracting and controlling the

v :mdo!Sign.

AI ae eln type B development specific-Atio-i) defines !ne performance
recu~eerts!or ea -h configuration item of the system.

Prc.t- %13-line ft~pe (7 prod'uct specification) - established by -he detailed
:-!7 icu -- entat ion for each configurat~on item. Normally includes-.

Prcocess baselme ',type Dl npec) and
\Ate;l aseline (tvp- E7 spec)

D. S.s'- Engineeri;R (Software)

Soft..-i'p P'l':v ecisions - Del) Directives 5000.29 and 5000.31 reflect current
L)'OL~ Pe-ilCiC. Ac'1itional informnation is A R 1001-1 (Army), EDoD-STD-2167

%avv~) a.-d \FR ~C- Vol l and 11~'S~l

il L- ~ i Orccr L_3flg'jage, %da, is the require d standard !-iCL for mission
-tIc:a! syste-rs now under dJevelopment.

t.and3rcfizat~on - Standardization applies at the language, instruction set
architecture. 3nd hardware level.

__-SoftvAare Developmnent Plan - A management plan usually generated by the
't.e lop- t).it ravers the softw ire developm(-nt effort.

_M '-ue so sLf yl Mianagement Plan - Life cycle
1 pa. ievmlopcd by program managers and their management team.

-- c- Jenit 'v ri ficat13n and V,,lidatisn - and independent review of the
~ .rc ~nctin~il !'etivoess 3nd technical sufficiency.

A



_S9 - Software Quality Assurance - The process of assuring that a software
product is produced which performs properly, has minimum support require-
ments, and facilitates maintenance as specified.

So reStem Requirements Definition - The analysis of user requirements to
produce functional requirements for software at the A-Specification level.

Software Reguirements Analysis and Allocation - The decomposition of the A-
Specification requirements into functional requirements that are allocated to
software at the B - specification level.

CSCI - Computer Software Configuration Item - The software element desig-
nated by the procuring agency for configuration management.

Software Desiln - The designing of the software systems to meet the functional
requirements allocated in the B-Specification.

Software Coding - The coding (programming) of the software in accordance with
the software design.
Software Test and _Debug- The testing of the ,cftware to the functional

requirements presented in the B-Specification.

_sem n atn and Testin - Integration of software and hardware, and
testing against A and B - specification requirements.

7-od,.ce and Issue Software - Place or install software on appropriate medium
s-uh- as tape, dsks, cartridge) for delivery and operational use.
_P-t l-evelpm-n' Software Support - The post development process of updating

software to fix crors, inprove performarnce, meet new requirements or operate
:n r.w haroware.

Estr Erireerihg "Hardware) Activities for SR_, SDR R C DRF A

5 -- c also app, to software.

"Z COST

, - Life Cvc:e Cost - The total cost to. tne gov!rn-nent for acquisition and

oner-hip of the svs:em over its fill life.

'17C - Design to Cost - An Acquisition Management technique to achieve weapon
'vsitrn deslgns that meet stated ccst requirements.

F-. Tst ard Evaluation fT&E)

Test -ind Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) - The top-level, summary test manage-
ment doc-ument cove-ing all phases of testing. Subsequent to its initial issue, the
TEM!P is updated at each at each major milestone or at any time there is a
significant change to the test program.

Test R-sults/Reports - The conduct of testing and the associated collection
reduct;on and analysis of test data continues throughout the acquisition life
.- ze. The issuance of formal test reports is typically aligned with the major
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milestones to provide the essential risk reduction information and to support the
program decisions.

Development Test and Evaluation (DT&E) is conducted to assist the engineering
design and development process, define and delineate technical progress, and to
verify attainment of specified technical performance. DT&E is the responsi-
bility of the material developer.

qperational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) is conducted by the component's
independent assessor to estimate a system's operational effectiveness and
suitability, identify needed modifications, and provide information on tactics,
doctrine, organization, and personnel requirements. OT&E can be subdivided
into two phases not shown on the chart:

Initial Operational Test & Evaluation (IOT&E) - conducted before the
production decision (MSIII) to provide a credible estimate for operational
effectiveness and suitability of a system as close to a production configur-
ation as possible, in an operationally realistic environment, by typical user
personnel.

Follo, on Test & Evaluatihn (FOT&E) - conducted on the deployed system
to determine if operational effectiveness and suitability is, in fact, being
attained.

Dir OT &E Certification. The report to the Secretary of Defense and to the
-.ornmittees on Armed Services and on Appropriation of both the House and

'-1;at, which permits a major defense acquisition program to proceed beyond low
rite !itial pro:'uct~on. Th" report covers the adequacy of the T&E performed

Ad hetl.er 'he effez:tienf-ss ii.d combat suitability of the iterns are confirmed
"v :e Actual task.

Production _cceptance Test and Evaluation (PAT&E) - PAT&E is cvnd''cted on

,roduction items to demonstrate that those itt'ms meet the requirements and
specifications of the procuring contracts or agrec-ments. PAT&E is the responsi-
bility of the material developing agency; however, the cognizant plant repre-
-ntatie is usually tasked to support this effort.

Modification Testins - Modification testing is conducted during the deployment
and O&S phases of the accuisition cycle on those items undergoing modification.
Major emphasis is upon testing of the interface between the old and new, as well
as logisti-s supportability.

G. Manufacturing

Evaluate Production Feasibilit, - assess the likelihood that a system design
7or.cept can be produced using existing manufacturing technology.

-__se.s P r'uc:ion Risks - estimate probabilities of ruccess or failure in
manu!fi tr.-Ing.

Evaua*,ae v actSri e_[ enooy (_MANTECH) needs - discriminate manufac-
t:r;fl 2apabltis versus recuirements to deflne new facilties and equipment

. ' ,?,fac_r.r, C - e,.': , r urc-' ,
. :m ate" .- r ",n f : ri .

, . .s tlter: t ,



Design to-Goals - desirable design parameters for the system.

AcqiQitio/Manlufacturing&Strat - the approach to obtaining the total quant-

z ity of a system at some rate for some cost.

z - Resolve Production Risk - demonstrate required advances beyond the current

capability.

z ComPLete Manufacturing Technology Devel2pment - manufacturing technology is

developed through a phased approac om definition to demonstration. This

represents the final demonstration of the integrated manufacturing scheme.

Preliminary ManufacturLin&Pan - The description of a method for employing the

facilities, tooling and personnel resources to produce the design.

Preliminary PEP - (Producibility.tnineeing and Planning) - initial application

of design and analysis techniques to reduce the potential manufacturing burden.

industrial Base Issues - critical resources, skills and long lead materials

and processes which are required by the system design.

p3:eR~anned Product Improvement - See Systems Engineering

Final Manufact-,ring. Plan - The refined and formalized initial manufacturing
t)ian.

F)xcule FEP - incorporae the producibility analysis into the mainstream design

rA 1.Far - A plan to ensure conformance to requirements which includes quality
of design and quality of conformance.
LRIP (Low Rate Initial Production) - low rate of output used to prove

manufacturing technolcgy and facilities at the beginning of production.

PRR (Production Readiness Review) - formal examination of a program to
determne-if-t-hedesi-gn of the product and the manufacturing process are ready
for the prcduction phase.
Contractor Surveillance - Verification of conformance to plans during pro-

duction. Surveillance may De conducted by on site government representatives,
authorized specialists, the program office or a combination.

incorrpoate GFP 'GFE - execution of contracts and management of items
provided as government furnished property/government furnished equipment to
U';e contractor.

V r .Engjier.n (VE) - a program to allow for the sharing of cost savings
Sf.-om irnpro.ements in the manufacturing processes.

S,,r;:d Source - ex,-cution of acquisition strategy to establish two producers for



Breakout - execution of acquisition strategy to convert some parts or systems
from contractor furnished to government furnished.

Production of Spare Parts-. arrange for purchase of spare parts or a portion of
normal production runs (see - ILS Post Production Support).

Production of PIP Mods - Manufacture of items which incorporate results of
activities like product Tfprovement program (PIP), P31 product modifications.

H. Integtrated Logistics Support (ILS)

Q Logistics acquisition strategy is developed setting forth
objectives, resources, management assumnptions, extent of competition, proposed
contractural vehicles & program structure, but with emphasis on -naintain-
tenance approach, operational support patterns, constraints, contractor role,
GEE, transition, warranties and post-production support.

ILS Alternatives/Trade-offs Assessmen s/Support_ Cost -Studies - Largely con-
sists of data gathering and modeling. Data comes from "Lessons Learnied" files,
comparative analysis, technological opportunities, use studies, field visits, stand-
ardizationi requirements, functional and military requirements, ron.%traints,
maintenance and operational approaches. Analyses and assess'nents av- madol on)
the cost and effectiveness of alternative support methodologies and sjppworting
identified alternatives.

Dr-aflt InteyratedLopistics Support Plan (ILSP) - The earls logistics plan dealing
w ~th organilational auth)-rities and responsibilities and containing broad logistics

g~:i. oa !thresho)l1s, and maintenance concepts. Can also be referred to as
prelimin3ry ILSP or ILS Varagernent Plan (ILSMiP)

7_- raed Log.sics SUODOrt Plan) (1,SP) - The forma! planning do m Ient for
I gsissupport. ft is ko!ent kurrerit through the programn life. It sefforth the

Sfor op))frational suppoi t, prcvides a detailed ILS programn t,) 'it with the
c's erall programn, provides decision-making bodies with necf-,-ArY RL S inf~rmattion
to maKte sound decisions in system development and produc:tion and provi'ies the
basi, for ILS procurement packages-speci f ica tions RFPs. S0O4s, Source selection
eval~ation, termrs and conditions, CtDRL s.

_.~sics uP j:)r tnalysis (LSA) - A formal tool under MIL-STD-1388-IA that
e~~;dent~fv and tradeoff Zalitative and quantitative logistics support require-

m'ents. It is a logical, documented basis from which to influence design and
frc7e a c4-ge e of requirements integration. It also provides a yard stick from
-%hich to assesS, logistics objective achievement.

L~s S OcttAnalysis Record (LSAP) - That portion of L-SA, documentation
St'detsiied data pertaining to the identification of logistic support

re ,revot~ ci asvte'nlecuipment. See MIL-STD- I388-?A for LSAR

Y..... PidS 's-~M - The Iari tj ensure smnooth introductio:n of the
* C ;U, equ )e,:It t tiC 5Cp

7oi .pct(PS-Sstems Mii-iksgernent and support activities
'f' >jt.7ue attainrenit of svstem readiniess objectives with

F.5t; support after ~esto lprc- j1t:o, ofte n ie
- ' .r "end-item



product definition is the common figuration item level, detail level, dui- do- External influences like budgets
technical thread of the system acquisi- ciency correction, and mnoditika- and schedult'., mandated by executive 4e%
tion process; technical management is tions product improvements. levels not (ontrolled by the program
the control; system engineering is the -Manufacturing and integrated OttiV d¢o have devastating etects on '.

process. The matrix in Figure 1 logistics support influence the design ettiient management operations. This
generally relates time to technical ac- and then proceed in a disciplined (hart and the data and organi/ation '
tivities. The third dimension in manag- fashion to implement selec ted behind it should provide the techni.al
ing this kind of effort is integration; strategies. managur with a tool usetul in fighting
that is. feedback and problem solving -Test results provide feedback for tor the necessar timelv resour(.s to - .
among activities, and planning for the analysis of performance progress. operate the system a~quisition protess
future. Any one management output properly.
must be based on data and feedback Summary This is the second ptbliation tt th "
developed during the generation of Intense scrutiny of the system ac- chart. It is intended tor ust- in program
others. In other words, they must not quisition process continues. As pro- offices and by others concerned wilh
only be consistent, but must also utilize gram shortfalls are identified it understanding the technical aspects ot
the integrative power of functional becomes more evident that performing the system acquisition process. The
consultation. The whole is greater than correctly at the start would have cor- content is oriented toward a large
the sLIm of the parts. rected most (if not all) of the deficien- system procurement, but the flow of -

F: ,.rv ar some integration flows cies. This is much easier to write than activity should be generally applicable
that itin through the chart: to weapon systems. Comments are en-

P'haes art shown with nominal couraged and should be directed to the
times. purpose, decision points, and authors at the publication address. -

''. general Lontract flow. E Mr. Mclvaine is director of the Reproductions of the chart are .,-
- Systvms engineering and related in- Technical Management Department at available by writing Technical -4
- terdisiplinary integration tie together DSMC. Mr. Arnold is a professor of Management Chart, Defense Systems

the progress ot product definition engineering management in the same Management College, ATTN: SE-T,
* through the phases-system level, con- department. Fort Belvoir, Va. 22060-5426.0

People on the Move

Major David C. Gillman, USAF, is State Universitv, and is a I).I.A. can- or Reuter holds a B.S.M.E. degree in
a professor of management develop- didate at the University of Southern mechanical engineering from Southern .
ment, Policy and Organization Man- California (Washington, D.C., Public Methodist University and an M.S.1B.A. .':-
agement Department. He is a graduate Affairs Center). degree from the University of .
of IPMC 85-2 and has a B.S. degree in Woming.
sociology and an M.S. degree in Major David W. Melton, USAF, is
sociology psychology, both from a professor of financial management in Mrs. Maryellen Tipper is a reference
Irigham Young University. and a 1.1). the Business Management Department. librarian in the Information I)irec-

degree (law) from the University it Lie joined the faculty in April 1085 torate. She came to DSMC from the ., x
%4 after serving at the programs and Naval Intelligence Support Center,Arkansas.

Resources Office, Air Force Weapons Suitland, MI., where she served in the
v ieutentant Colonel Joseph A. La laboratory (AFWI), Kirtland Air processing department of the library.

Marca, USAF, i5 a protessor of Fr ce Base, N.M. Major Melton Mrs. Tipper received a B.S. degree
hbehavorial scntied and management received both his bachelor of arts fronm Oregon State University, and an

nulant in the Plic.nc Organiza- degree and his M.B.A. degree trom the I.1.S. degree from the University ot .

tion I.inigement I)epartment. lie is Univ'rsit of New Niexico. Southern Mississippi.
, .1 graduaLte ot IIC 85-2 and holds a

B.,\. degree in psvihology from lou- Major Robert I). Reuter, USA, is a Additions
.ima State U'niversity, .an M.,A. degree profe,sor of finamial management in

Ir,,m Ihe I'ni vesitv of Colorado, an the IBusines, Nlanagemnent )epartment Patricia Kennedy, library techni-
NI.B.A. degree troni the U niversity of He attended I ,IC 85-2 .nd joined the cian, Information Directorate.
\\ormiing. i 11h.) Ironi louisiana l)SIC f ti(lt\ after graduating. %Ia-
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Reflections of a

Department of Defense

Program Manager

(Based on a Composite Interview)

WAilbur D. Jonies, Jr-.
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Program Manager, journal of the quickly because most procurements on tioning everything-even before it's

-2Dfense SystemsManagement College. the street, like the ones that hit the done-centralized decision-making, '..:

Okay I'm ready when you are. newspapers, are under the old system. constant requests for information, and)' . . .. . . a penchant for details,. -.
Q: Surely you agree that the Congress apnhtfodeil

The Interview has a right to act? PM: You don't think this is within the
authority of the Congress?

Q: Colonel, welcome to Washington. COLONEL: Of course. They have a COLONEL: Of course the members
I suppose you're hardly a stranger responsibility to oversee how the and committees have constitutional
here. What brings you to the city this Defense Department spends money, rights on defense matters. No one
time? but I honestly believe they've gotten
COLONEL: You're right-I'm not a down to a very low level of detail. I dsut t ar k aersand I

wouldn't want to change that. But,
stranger. I really should buy a condo appreciate their motivations to make there is this feeling that committees and
to use when I come here. Of all my things better. That's understood by their staffs who deal with defense ac-
road time, half of it is spent in people I talk with, including contrac- quisition matters are doing more than
Washington. This time it's Congress. tors and other PMs. The question of is
The congressional committee on over- political motives influencing their deci- my ,contractors can rationalize how a non- ..
sight has me testifying tommorrow sions might be raised, but show me a elected staffer can decide what my
morning, service that doesn't have its own service should have for its weapons, or

Q: What's the subject? politics. So none of us is really im- dictate to me how to run my program.
mune. Congress is responsible to the Yet, they do it as a matter of course.

COLONEL: The Competition in Con- people and that includes listening to
tracting Act-CICA it's called-and the media, defense contractors,
how the contracting process works in activists-you name it. Congressmen
DOD systems acquisition. This com- read headlines and horror stories about of
mittee wants to expand the Act, make ashtrays and toilet seats and they react I suppose none of
it even more restrictive, so I'm told. to pressures and concerns from the
The OSD has testified. So has my serv- media and the home folks. Congress is us wants to be told
ice. Now they want to hear from the human. They leave Washington and by pl o s e
guy in the trenches, go home to face an environment that

Q: Just how are the CICA and all the might make it tough for them to cut the technical side of
recent procurement legislation impact- a deal with us. Like some of us in the
Ing on you7 PM business, they show cyclic tenden- program manage-
COLONEL: It hit us all at once, lots cies to be cautious and risk averse. Ourfor
of new direction. We see it taking more contractors are smart enough to see m
time to get a contract awarded, to this. However, I wish Congress would US.
make a decision, longer administrative spend more time on the big picture-

lead times. I believe Congress has over- the overall national defense policies,
reacted. For example, we are being strategies and posture-and leave the

pressured to compete when it doesn't acquisition details to professionals in

always make good management sense. DOD and industry.

The last couple of years has caused an Q: Do you find the current congres- I know a PM who was told b a sta- r.
overload of the contracting system- sional role a roadblock or a help? fer: "Either you buy your item from ,

we are getting overwhelmed. The another service's inventory or I'll see

government is not staffed to do this. COLONEL: We get a lot of help from your program is cancelled." Here s aWe have to watch each new law to en- some members and some staffers. PM being told what his service mustsu e twatch em eawto oone Without it, our programs probably have to carry out its mission. If an in-doesn't work at cross purposes with would not survive. But, overall, it's the dustry bidder loses out, he doesn't

another. level of involvement that's causing always wait to file protests through
discontent among many people in our channels-he can go right to a member

Q: Weren't there adequate laws on the acquisition community. However, or committee who gets the Subcom-
books already? Congress doesn't have a monopoly on mittee on Investigations or GAO into

COLONEL: In my opinion, yes. Most what I'm about to say-it should be the act prematurely. I can understand
laws are enacted to prevent something shared equally by OSD, service head- how a member has to look out for hi.
from happening again, something that quarters, and everyone tip the line in distriat. but we wish protests roulddidn't meet the spirit and intent Of cuir- a position of authoritv. But, congres- stay in the right channels. I believe, by . .

rent law, or where someone found a sional pressures seem to initiate much and large we I'Ms are doing our jobs .
.e loophole. It the services had im- ot the discontent. well. We have so'me darned good peo-

plemented the previous laws properly, Q: How so' ph' running these programs who know
and held accountable the people in- their waiiart' area and what the user
volved through proper enforcement, COLONEL: Micromanagementr plain require. I uppoe none ot us wants
then passing a new law should have and simple. In other term,, it s talld to b' told b pe ople outside the
been the last resort. I hope Congress second guessing, looking over my t hn(it al s'. ot program management
is not expecting too much from us too shoulder, getting into the grass, Liles- what ,hb',t tor ut,.

Progran M a,gter U ,c,, , i- , 1 ,
N, 4D
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Q: I would imagine most members and In fact, DSMC is a perfect vehicle to systems commander. He worries about
staffers have a good idea what's going coordinate this. 1 suggest DSMC con- the Service Secretary, who worries \ "
on in acquisition. duct some sessions for members and about SECDEF, who must face Con-
COLONEL: Generally speaking, I staffs on how the acquisition process gress. That's where much of it starts.
agree. I wouldn't expect every one of should work, and do whatever it can 4-
them to be experts in all the details of to get PMs up to speed on good con- Q: Back to the Congress again. You
our business, as much as they have to gressional relations. feel strongly about congressional rela-
do. We realize there are some on the Q: For the time being, do you see tionship with the acquisition process,
Hill who don't have a lot of experience anything on the horizon to improve don't you?
or training in dealing with defense mat- relations between the Congress and the COLONEL: Yes I do. They have every
ters, and we try to assist them as best acquisition community? right to believe they are doing their
we c.n. But they often overextend COLONEL: There are rays of light. I job, exerting their influence and power
themselves, causing us extra work or sOEe r eea alue iny tlihe .reen as the legislative branch. As we know,themelvs, ausng s etrawor orsee great value in the recent ath msleisleing brealainc a eaowd--
problems later. Just getting elected to Goldwater-Nunn report, particularly this muscle flexing really gained a head
office does not make yesterday's city regarding micromanagement and level of steam 12-13 years ago. I understand
councilman an expert on cruise missile of detail. I would gladly testify before all this. Again, I'm looking for more
guidance systems. We help them a committee that is biased toward of a partnership role from the Hill.
understand, provide them with data so understanding our problems and Q: Is it just the micromanagement of
decisions can be facilitated. For the working in partnership with us, rather details that bothers you?
most part we get along okay. It's not than at us. The Senate Acquisition COLONEL: No. It's really their overall
a we-they adversarial relationship. If Subcommittee hearings on these very preoccupation with telling us what to
the time and effort expended in this subjects might come up with some pro- do, period. Not only from legislation,
micromanagement was always, even posed changes. We'll work with them. but from the language of congressional

S mostly, productive we wouldn't be on

such a soapbox. Q: Do you see more, rather than less, reports, committee hearings, authori-
congressional involvement in the zation and appropriations bills-all
future? these and more-Congress tells DOD 0
COLONEL: More, until it runs its how many to buy and where to buy
course. There is a strong pulling on the them. Some of this guidance can bust

reins of centralization, not only from the service position or planning. And.Isuaest DSMC Congress but by OSD and the services then DOD plays games, often badly.
as well. It's easy to see that defense is The annual base closing lists and gold

conduct sessions for a big target in these days of budget watches just invite understandable

* COngressional deficits. Until the coffeepots and dog- politicalresponses.cembersanda f kennel fascinations subside, meaning Q: Do you think the Congress sees you .1

members and staffs either DOD cleans up its act or the unfit for your job?
people lose interest, it will continue.

lon how the acquisi- Q: Don't somefeelDODhasaskedfor COLONEL: Not unfit, just perhaps a
Q: Don't should a lot of this? little bit suspect. Their push for the .

tion process revolving-door restriction to prohibit
wk.O. COLONEL: True, I believe we in DOD us from taking certain jobs when we .

over the years have not been serious leave the military is seen by PMs as
enough about minding the store. Con- such indication. In my mind, there is'°-'
gress perceived inactivity or unwill- some distrust on the Hill of both PMs
ingness to buckle down to get at the and contractors, that we are out to get
heart of the matter and took the only the government and the taxpayers. In
steps available: do our job for us. The light of isolated incidents, the ones

Q: Would education help toward a DOD has taken important steps to with front-page appeal such as the
nmutual understanding? remedy the situation in the last few famous dog-kennel story, they would %
(01 ONi.: Yes, a lot. Most make a years, and I think we're headed in the clamp down excruciatingly hard on ,

,t'rious attempt to familiarize right direction. At least we recognize what are allowable costs under a con-
them,,elves with what is going on. But there are serious problems. Maybe we, tract. Has anyone figured out the time
it sure hurts to ee those who don't too, are overreacting and laying on ad- and cost to administer these checks and
ending up on the evening news ditional restrictions. Wheels turn very crosschecks of the process? Would we
.hooting at the Defense Department. slowly in this town. Policy enacted by be swimming in overhead? Has anyone
I h re a real need to educate those a stroke of a pen, like the Carlucci In- applied the Newtonian principle that
who mut deal with DOD. And, let me itiatives in 1981, takes time. Only now with every action there is an equal and
.idd tuIkl, it works both ways. It's are we really beginning to feel much opposite reaction? The reaction here
ima,,ng h,,w many of our acquisition impact. So what happens? We can't would be increased costs and slow-
pvopleare jut not checked out in how wait for the system to tind itselt and downs. Another thing of importance:
. ,ngres operate, and how Washing- go our way, so we reverse gear,, im- Iy contractor, are walking on eggs.
ton . its, I would love to see a major patiently and turn back toward cen- Contractor management must sign up .

tt .rt ht'rv a mutual one, as you said. tralization. My boss worries about our to and assume legal responsibility for ,,.
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all activities of their underlings. They making things worse, we should try to or in acquisition seems to be the trend
can go to jail for the mistakes of work within the law to do the job. Sec- in today's staffs. I'm talking about
underlings. I don't think shifting total ond, there is the way we handle the staffs from OSD right down to those:responsibility to a single senior budget process. Congress just has to do of my boss' boss. It's so bad I can't talk
management level will solve the prob- something about this whole federal to Secretariat folks without having

lem and is bad for the morale and the government budget mess, but that's systems-command types on hard or

success of my program. It's also a another day. We in DOD shoot giving permission.
smack at their patriotism, ourselves in the foot and cause many Q:That would bother you, wouldn't
Q: Are you defending the contractor' of our own stretchouts and funding it?

s problems. The frequent "what-if" drills
point of view? are unsettling, not to mention their COLONEL: It's been building over the

COLONEL: I have my problems with possible numbing or "crying wolf" ef- years. Maybe it's the promotion

contractors, many of which are un- fect. What-if budget exercises often systems pressures or that we have

related to what Congress does; for ex- start from disparate sources without overstaffed the military with paper-

ample, getting the contractor to stand coordination. Timely release of funds pushers and managers and not enough

totally behind his product and have would help tremendously. The way leaders. What I know is I have a

him cover the cost of correcting money deals are struck in smoke-filled charter from my Service Secretary as

defects. My program's extended war- rooms off-line is poor business a PM, but in effect I am without

ranty problem has consumed a major practice. authority to act. These ultimate

portion of my staff time and all my Q: Now you're really getting deep in- managers lacking technical know-how

contractor PM's time for 6 months, an to the budget situation, aren't you? need a 100 percent analysis for an 80
percent solution. There is a shortage ofoverriding problem. I am having dif- COLONEL: Yes, because money is the decision-makers with fortitude to stand

.,- ficulty getting the contractor to focus mother's milk of weapons acquisition. by their decisions without waffling or
' *. on anything else. I want to talk more Sometimes we never tell Congress the changing course.

, about warranties later. For now, I have same story twice, especially on funding

to try to understand where my con- numbers. Do we actually try to con-
tractor is coming from. If I don't get fuse the Hill? Who is the real book-
a timely response from him, I can at- keeper? I've been stationed in
test our policies are changing so fast Washington off and on for 7 years,
that now virtually every decision must and in and out on business for another There is a shortage
be taken to the company president for 5 or 6, and sometimes I consider it a
concurrence before they will even dis- tossup on who runs the itea of decision-makers
cuss it with me. My contractors are so Department. You make the choice: the with ortitude to
uncertain over what I will break out, budgeteers or the contracting people.
compete, demand NTEs for, demand But, I guess we'd both have to say the stand by their deci-
extra contractual coverage for, that it stand by their
slows us down and is detrimental to calculators and spread sheets there sions without waffl-
our program. Then I get called up to cluaosadsra hestee 50f5w fi -~theou r pror then itt t alld to would be no contracts to ensnarl the or changing

* the 3-star or the ccmmittee staff to ex- bureaucratic maze. ing
plain why there are delays. Q: This bureaucratic maze-how has course.

Q: Will the Congressional Oversight that changed, if at all? ,
Committee call industry to testify? COLONEL: Let me tell you how awful

COLONEL: I certainly hope so. They it's become. Staffs are layered beyond
deserve their day in court. belief. Each layer wants information Q: Wouldn't you see all this as an

Q: Let's talk some more about the shoe right away. Everyone gets into my honest attempt to get all of the facts
S Q:being onlso fot. Whabt esho OD area, or tries. Requests from higher before committing large sums of '-.

doing Owrong? fot.authority, by the time they reach me, money? "-",,....'.:
have been massaged by so many hands

COLONEL: First, after legislation is the original intent might be lost. To get COLONEL: Then why have a pro-

. enacted, as if it alone isn't restrictive to the top I must pass judiciously gram manager? Why not do it by ad
enough, our people beginning with the through countless wickets. My brief- hoc committee, with one person doing
lawyers get out the magnifying glasses. ings are changed at every level. Do you technical things, another finding the

" Between them and the contracts peo- realize there actually are people mak- money, another out listening to brief-
pie, the restrictions becme tighter, the ing careers as information gatherers? ings or giving them, and then maybe

.r 11 maneuvering room smaller, and the Anyone in a decision loop can give someone else to be a Monday-morning

PMs' hands are further tied. We in guidance and cause me to respond. Re- quarterback for all. There has to be a

government no longer are creative. We quirement validity is frequently better way, and the PMs are dying to

no longer apply that common sense we challenged. I go through 10 or 12 pre- be a part of making it happen.

used to. We seem to have lost the will briefs before I can get a major decision. Q: Putting it that way, the committee
to make things work within the No one wants to be surprised. Inex- system would tail. Someone would
system. We must have a rule that ap- perience in a program management of- have to invent the I'M system if it ?- ',plies to every possibility. Instead of lice, or in the field in a warfare area, didn't exist, right?
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COLONEL: I want you to say that, Q: Incredible. Many people in acquisi- tugging on my sleeve to catch a plane

and I am giving you cause. What I also tion have no idea about this use of or get back to a meeting with the (om-

want is for the system to produce more your time, do they? pany president.

doers and less checkers. In my case, COLONEL: Probably not. Because a Q: I can see where you would become
there are 10 times more people check- big part of my job is selling, maybe I frustrated after circulating about car-
ing the work than doing it. It should could have better prepared myself for rying one set of guidelines, only to
be: Tell me the rules, let me do my job, this job had I taken one of those return to the office and find they've
and if I don't, fire me. Stop giving weekend crash courses in positive been changed. Correct?
guidance and making decisions if you thinking and dynamic salesmanship. I COLONEL: The PM and PMO are on

don't appreciate the consequences. am constantly having to sell my pro- a leash.
spend a lot of time cleaning up the gram, keep it alive. I must show I
battlefield. believe in it, and always justify it- Q: Let's get back to laws, regulations,

Q: You hit hard on briefings and in- justify the need, funding, design, ac- and directives under which you
formation exercises. Can you tell me quisition strategy, schedule, contrac- operate. Are any burdensome?
more? tor's overhead, and so on. It's unfor- COLONEL: There are so many I think

tunate, but some programs live real they're about ready to gridlock.,. *
well or barely-few ever die-primar- Q: Could you be more specific?
ily on the basis of the PM's ability to
pitch his program from a podium to a COLONEL: Competition hits me the

Tell me the rules, room full of stars. He's expected to hardest. CICA, as we got into earlier,

have all the answers in a Roman col- doesn't leave me maneuvering room

let me do my job, iseum setting, but he's not around his for exceptions. Mandatory competi-
office long enough to get them. He's tion for its sake is restrictive and

and if I dont, fire usually out briefing, sometimes handcuffing. It is a costly :..W
alternative to good management, and "me .... Stop giving Q: You spoke a lot about being on the we will probably find our costs of do-

guidance and mak- road, or away from your office. What ing business rising in order to comp-
kind of travel schedule do you have? ly. The upshot is it places accountabili-

ing decisions if you COLONEL: Extensive. I have to keep ty ahead of efficiency. Everyone is
, don 't appreciate the up with things. I don't know any PM covering their tracks by the book at the

who's able to catch all his kids' birth- expense of common sense, good
consequence. days each year. I'd say 50 percent of business practices, and good manage-

my total time is spent on the road. By ment judgment. After DOD and the

this I mean, out of the office, whether services give their own competition

in the next building pitching or in proclamations, the level of detail is ex-

Europe. And listen, I guarantee not all cessive. Most PMs were already com-

COLONEL: In one service, it takes a my travel has that glamorous weekend peting when we felt it was right. By

PM at least 23 briefs to get to DSARC. in London or Hong Kong. Some of my making it tough to go sole source, we
In another service, it takes about 11 contractors-I work as closely as I can run the risk of losing the expertise of
months lead time just to get to that with both primes and subs-have a previous contractor as well as

service's SARC-and that's on the way plants or offices all over the place. If lengthening the contracting process.

to DSARC, mind you. I spend about the Norwegian government wants me But look, it's the law, and my staff and

40 percent of my time giving or work- in Narvik in the middle of January in I are doing what we have to do to ad-

ing on briefings and reviews and connection with a weapon agreement, just and make it work.

responding to requests for information I go to Narvik in January. As I in- Q aru mt d r

from higher authority. Some of the dicated earlier, about half my road Q: Earlier you had mentioned warran-

hardest working people in my corn- time is in the Washington, D.C., area,

mand are the graphics folks who do then maybe 30 percent at contractor COLONEL: They are called guaran-

vugraphs and help us put together the facilities, and the other 20 percent with tees by Congress. Every PM wants his , ,

fancy presentations we take on the my users in the field or at test ranges, weapon system to perform and be free

road. Much of this is triggered by Con- conferences, etc. I know one PM who from defects. But why impose such , ,. "-$

gress. But in my experience of several must travel 80 percent of the time- controls on us, making it mandatory?

years in a PMO, while congressional he's really Mr. Outside. Besides For the most part, contractors usually

interest is always high, there are times mastering the art of pitchmanship, a have covered their products if

2 when the temperature is turned up or PM must develop a knack for doing of- something went wrong. It's easy to

down. I know a PM whose program fice work, or snoozing, while standing throw general shibboleths at both

is in concept exploration, and he made in an airport ticket line. I make tons toasters and fighter aircraft and get

:, about 15 visits to the Hill last month. of calls back to the office because people to agree. The arguments against

t If my program is in the SARC cycle or many things can't wait until I return, warranties have been aired enough

calls for scheduled reviews, I make My staff keeps me well informed but, already but, again, let me state I %
more briefs. Another PM tells me he's like any executive, I have to deal with understand why Congress acted. Now, ".-'

due for seven major briefs within the many diverse matters on the phone, what about the cost? Does industry

next ten days. many very serious, while someone is warrant for nothing? There are many
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good intentions in this and other matrix support types telling me to sary. Nunn-McCurdy reporting re-
iSSUe: but I I I are they necessary, and coordinate or they won't do what they quirements-That kind of thing just
(2) what is the end result: Will we have are supposed to. They don't report to means more reports to Congress and
a better detense weapon system for the me. I don't write their performance the world that cost us overhead. It's
l'ast amount of dollars? evaluations. I get their help when it's more visibility for someone to shoot

convenient to them. In a small PMO, at.
Q lsn t what you just said really the you wait on their schedule. Is this cost Q: From your experience in a PMO,
bottom line for everything we are try- effective? Probably so to the systems do you feel you are more or less
ing to do in weapons acquisition? command. Efficient? It all depends on restricted than you were a few years
( OIONEL.: Absolutelv. The decision- the personality and professionalism 0 ago,and why

makers and others in Washington have the matrix staffer himself. Again, I ago,-ad why
to understand the needs of the guy in must sell myself, my people, and my COLONEL: More. No doubt about it.
the field and of his commander. program just to get my due help from In my 5 years in program management
Without their requirements, there the technocrat next door. Hey, it I've seen an increase in micromanage-
would be no need for weapons. Is this always boils down to people. If you ment by all levels above the PMO.
radar going to find the missiles headed don't have the horses, you can't keep
tor the carrier battlegroup and allow up with the race. There is congres-
us to destroy them in time? Is this tank
configured for crew comfort and ease Q: Can we touch on more of the front- sional legislation
of operation? Is this the least expensive burner issues that affect you?
way to get the weapon in the hands of COLONEL: Let me list them and headquarters
battl marine so he can do his job in elaborate as necessary. Multiyear pro- tweaking, continu-

Q: Wen w taled o thephon k~curement is a biggie. We wish we could e~ann
Q: When we talked on the phone to do more. The approval process is an OUS explaining,
schedule this interview, you mentioned obstacle. The annual procurement
staffing problems. Would you elab- process ties us down. Our program is selling, and
orate? now stable and should qualify for justifying....
COI.ONEL: This is a real shifting of multiyear. Component breakout-On
gears, but I welconme the chance to my last program we were in produc- PMs have less
discuss it. Mine are probably person- tion. Our system worked and was in
nel problems in a broad sense. I don't deployment. The price of components authority... that is
know a PM who doesn't have them in and spares went up. We were told to the tragedy of the
some fashion. There are several things break out and go competitive. We t -o

that hurt. One is lack of qualified and reintroduced risk into an otherwise times.
capable people who will work in a successful and completed program.

PMO. Another is the unbelievably Whatever savings accrued may not
cumbersome federal civilian personnel have been worth the cost and effort to This is much more restrictive, as I've
system and the length of time it takes handle integration of the new parts. mentioned. There is congressional in-
to advertise, interview, hire, and get Recompeting all piece parts after volvement, legislation-additional,
someone on board. Third is the fact source selection is risky. Program that is, for none goes away-head-
that most services won't dedicate stability-My current program has quarters tweaking, continuous explain- ,

, enough military and civilians to a come out of a terribly unstable period ing, selling, and justifying. We can't
PMO per se, forcing us to use matrix when funding perturbations-we were plan as well and are always re-doing.
organizations for functional support. zeroed out before I got here-and The PMs have less latitude and less
Each of these is a killer at one time or stretch-outs, descoping, and reorient- authority, and that is the tragedy of
another and draws the attention of a ing drove us bananas. Two were at the times. I had more responsibility
I'M trying to manage his program, or fault: Service HQ couldn't make up its with capability to act when I was an
whatever is on the front burner, mind how badly it wanted the system, 0-3 years ago than I now have as a

and Congress wasn't about to commit colonel. I am accountable, but lackQ: Why are these situations unique to bucks as long as the service cogitated. freedom to manage or lead. My con-
a PMO? Talk about off-line dealings. I lost a lot tractors' PMs are in the same boat.
COLONEL: In the first case, PMO of sleep. Too, instability is caused by There are more required briefings and
hours and pressures are tough. We turnover at the top. Today's golden- reviews. Many people up the line ap-
know it's hard to keep real good boy program can be tomorrow's pear more skeptical, afraid of someone '. .
engineers, logisticians, and financial forgotten relative when your 3-star below them making that mistake that
people in government. Military people gets transferred. Advanced technol- will affect their careers. Decision
perceive a need to move around and ogy-Believe it or not, it's hard to keep points have been elevated.
punch tickets for promotion. The up with state of the art, much harder
matrix matter, while appearing to be to keep tabs on what the future will Q: Is this trend out of control?
the way most systems commands are bring. Data rights-We shouldn't have COLONEL: The restrictions won't end
going, fosters more second guessing to require complete data package soon. The FY-86 Authorization Act
and review, especially when they are rights on all programs and should have talked about revolving doors-this one
not integral to my office. Why, I've got the authority to waive them as neces- really hits home, in the pocketbook.
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The Authorization Act also included Q: What are your top priorities? spares procurement actions, lost items
restrictions and guidelines on should- COLONEL: First and foremost, to pro- in the depot or on major installations,C O L O E L : i r s a n d f o r e o s t t o r o - m i s s e d s h i p p i n g d a t e s , s e r v i n g o n s o m e
cost methodology, allowable costs, tect my money. I do everything I can me i g sen o
and more. I believe this is the tip of the through networking and official chan- board or panel, making configuration
iceberg. nels to learn what's happening to the decisions, preparing RFPs, or chasing

Q: Go ahead. I haven't finished talk- bucks. I'm always at the ready. Sec- down matrix specialists to get some- '

ing about all of the restrictions, have ond, I answer the loudest voice in the thing done. Then I worry a lot.

you? chain of command. Then, it's whatever Q: Worry? Pardon me for smiling this

COLONEL: Thank you. I may as well is today's fire drill, or whose wheel way, but why don't you delegate that
get them out. The bureaucracy of the squeaks the most. If it's coming from to your deputy?

contracting process has worsened and a friend on the Hill or OSD or HQ, COLONEL: Say, do you know how

poor contract management is hardly they'll get instant attention. Probably valuable a deputy program manager is
unusual. The constant budget pertur- my first priority should be the con- when the PM is on the road half the

bations impact badly on my obliga- tracting process. But these are facts of time? Who do you think interacts with

tions and expenditures. I lack the flex- life. the 3-star? Who do you think answers -a controller's question at 4 p.m. on Fri- -. ,,

ibility to change a system once it's Q: You mean managing your program day? Or meets for 4 hours with bean-

adopted by higher authority, even if comes after all this? Otrs et rere
d akcounters in the Pentagon to resurrect . "

it's wrong. Maybe we're headed back COLONEL: Did I forget to say that a cool $50 million in RDT&E? Who
to total-package procurement. Internal managing the program is important, takes the chewing out, or gives it, or
service disagreements become public but must take a back seat sometimes? threatens the contractors, or suffers
quickly and complicate rational when we learn our GFE is going to be
understanding of the basic problems. Q: What are some of the other things one month late at the integrator's; or
Just getting someone in HQ to tell me that eat away at your time? listens patiently to a delegation from '. - "
exactly what they want me to build for

them, or to sign up to anything con- COLONEL: I spend a lot of time react- the user pleading for one more bell or

troversial, is often like pulling teeth. If ing to someone else's schedule and not one more whistle? Thank goodness I

the Pentagon is interested in a pro- to my own. I'd say I'm normally in a have a deputy who can handle it. He's

gram, you can bet that's where the response mode, and that's bad. It's bad our inside man working the internal

decisions will be made, if not in Con- for me personally, because like most problems, interfacing with the techni-

gress. These are all frustrations to the PMs I'm a take-charge guy who wants cians, and knows where things are

PM. to lead rather than follow. It's bad for buried. Why should I make him do my
the program because I honestly be- worrying?
lieve that leads to procrastinations by Q: What can be done to remove or

I've done my everybody and is one big reason why lessen the micromanagement and
it takes so long to get a system built, layering? Didn't one service recently

homework, road- Here's how I handle media inquiries. delete a 4-star overlay acquisition com-
work and I say I'll be glad to talk with them but mand to streamline7

first they must clear it with public af- COLONEL: That 4-star command
spadework .... I try fairs in the Secretariat, or whoever, went away in name only, from what

and by the time it is cleared, I'm no I know. There are still the competition
to keep everybody longer in the picture. This may not be advocate, specifications advocate,

right, but it causes me less stress, reliability experts, contracting experts;
informed...and give Besides, the media seem to scare most all the folks still micromanage their

everybody the military people. We in DOD acquisi- own views, not necessarily the written
tion have never learned to work with rules, into whatever they touch. Now

same, and correct, or use the media to our advantage, the systems' commanders report to
Here's another area where someone both Secretariat and HQ, serving two .. .-

information. like DSMC could help us. I'm also masters. As people thought might hap-
forced to get more personally involved pen, the folks in the Pentagon have
in contract negotiations, mods, war- signaled the possibility of more

Q: Even with this picture showing the ranties, MOUs, etc., than I used to. guidance and instructions and more
down side your program is in pretty We feel compelled to watch every centralization. I think what the serv-
good shape, isn't it? comma and period. It's caused pro- ice did is good for the long haul. But
COLONEL: Yes-knock on wood. I've curement to look more like a tennis for the time being, the PMs ask: "What
been able to recruit a good staff. As match. I play when I can, so I watch changed?"
things go, most parts are clicking. I've the volleys; PM shop serves, procure-
done my homework, roadwork, and ment office returns after a couple of Q: What kind of hours do you put in-
spadework -that's what it takes. I try months, then HQ bounces it around to your job?
to keep everybody informed and, most and serves it back to the PMO and we COLONEL: I average 12 hours per
of all, give everybody the same, and smack it again. It usually requires a tie- workday on the job. Plus, there's nor-
correct, information. I hold my breath breaker to determine the outcome- mally one or two weekends each
every day and hope for sunshine, and it's that close. I also spend a lot of time month where I work half or all day'
make plans for when it rains, checking on personnel requisitions, (S'e Reflections, page 54)
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WhyEngineersWhy :
and 5cientists

Often Fall as Managers
(And What to Do About It) -j

Owen C. Gadekenmy g n w

bright future in manufacturing,

dearmnt Ho ould en tisee iiicouldn't believe his company
had disapproved his idea for

automating the manufacturingdepartment. How could they' not see 1-oz'.

the savings and increased efficiency , .
that would result? So, Tom redoubled
his efforts, armed himself with more
facts, and confronted his company's
executives who knew little about com-
puters. The resut-they not only re-
jected Tom's proposal but promoted
someone else in his place. And, to
make matters worse, the new director
promptly installed the computer sys-
te:n initially recommended by Tom. 1

Gene, a scientist working in an Air s ,
Force laboratory, combined hard work \.

with creative insight. When contract
ettorts tailed to develop a new organic .

* polymer. Gene Came uIP with the for- Bcgon
nula b' working nights and weekends Background
in his garage laboratory. His invention Career patterns for science and
,,avtd the Air Force several million engineering graduates in the United
dollars, and he was apparently on his DSM C is a Justing States have been found to follow two
way to a management position in the its curricula to cope general pathways. 2,3.4 The first path --- '
laboratory. Unfortunately, the oppor- of this "dual ladder" is increasingly
tunity proved to be short-lived. Gene with the challenge responsible positions in their technical
was given more important projects to disciplines which require little ad-
manage, but everv time he had a brief- of preparing DOD ministrative or supervisory respon- 0
ing to give to laboratory top managers, ibility. The second path is a transition - =7
ht panicked and his supervisor had to engineers and scien- sibiltheir technical specialty into ad-
till in. Gene continued to work a tistsor carers ,, i ministration and or supervision, per-
res.art her and eventually retired from haps starting as a technical manager of "
his original position. systems acquisition a team or project but often moving on

to general management positions with-D o enginers, and scientist,, make, nanlagenhent, in their organizations.

good m anagers? These real stories (the m a e .
nam s have been changed) indicate Many studies have been done com-
that moving tron technical specialist paring the two paths in the dual lad- q
t, ranager may not be an easy tran- Then. I will conclude with a discussion der and most show greater organiza-
sition To help you understand why, ot how the Detense Svstems Manage- tional rewards for the managerial path.
I will review what we know about imnt Colleg C IDS C is adjusting its Thompson, Bowden, and Prive 5 found

engineers and sitentis, who move in- urri ula to (oplt with the challenge of that engineers believe that better per- If
to management. I will summn,ri/e better preparing )OD engineers and formance will result in their promo-
studies that have compared tvhnical (icnt its tor arccrs in sv\stvms a quisi - tions into management positions. . -

managers with managers in general. tion management. Alden tound "that for all engineers in

• ~ *- ~ .. < .. , .. .': .. ,.- . *.. ,., - .. - ,. - . ." ' - ." *-' - ".- - ' - .-. ."' ,;;'



all employment groups, the median tists in Organizations by Pelz and Characteristics of Effective
salary for those in supervisory posi- Andrews. 9 They studied 1,300 scien- Managers
tions was 33 percent higher than for tists and engineers from varied This topic probably has been the
non-supervisory personnel., organizations including five industrial subject of more research studies than

In 1973, the Engineer's Joint Coun- laboratories, five government any other in the field of management.
cil conducted a study concerning the laboaories, and seven departments in Most of the early research was based

increase in supervisory responsibility a major university. on the trait theory which suggested
of engineers as a function of their age. Each participant's level of achieve- there were certain inherent personal .... ,\
The re:.ults appear in Table 1. Note ment was determined from the follow- qualities that were essential for effec-
that by age 40, two-thirds of the ing measures: scientific or technical tive leaders or managers. If these
engineers surveyed held supervisory or contribution to the field in the past 5 qualities could be identified and
managerial positions. years (as judged by a panel of col- measured, then we should be able to

In 1981, Purdue University con- leagues), overall contribution to the find and develop managers and leaders
ducted a national survey of engineers organization (also as judged by col- early in their careers. This theory ob-
from nine major engineering societies leagues), number of professional viously conflicted with the commonly .
and engineering graduates from eight papers published in the past 5 years held view which said that most people
major universities and colleges. Com- (for engineers, number of patents or could be trained to assume leadership
pleted surveys were returned by 2,852 patent applications was used), and and managerial positions in their
engineers representing approximately number of unpublished reports in the organizations. 13 Fortunately, results of
50 percent of the original sample. same period. 10  trait-theory research have been in-
Figure 1 is a graph of the percentage Organizational climate characteris- conclusive. "Fifty years of study have

% of respondents supervising profes- tics were measured using a carefully failedto produce one personality trait
,sional or managerial personnel plotted tested questionnaire and were corre- or set of qualities that can be used to
as a tunction of years since receiving lated with the above achievement data discriminate leaders and non-leaders;' 14

their bachelor's degrees. Men tended to to find out under what conditions Even though this statement was
have greater supervisory responsibili- scientists and engineers performed at made in 1961, current research has
ty over time than did women. higher and lower levels, been equally inconclusive. In a recent
However, these results do show an study, Dr. Harrison Gough of the In-
equally pronounced shift to manage- Pelz and Andrews' overall conclu- stitute of Personality Assessment and
ment for both men and women as was sion from their research was that scien- Research at the University of Califor-
shown in the Engineers' Joint Council tific achievement was characterized by nia, Berkeley, tried to correlate a
Survey. a number of paradoxes. Their insight- managerial potential scale developed

Now that we know engineers and ful explanation for their results was from the California Psychological In-
scientists do transition in increasing that scientists and engineers peformed ventory with performance of a sample
numbers into management as their best when conditons leading to securi- of 200 Air Force officers. A composite
careers progress, the next questions is: ty coexisted with factors creating performance index was developed
How effectively do they make the tran- challenge. The authors borrowed the from the officers' effectiveness reports,
sition and perform as managers7 In term "creative tensions" from Thomas interviews with each man's superior of-
other words, do engineers and scien- Kuhn" to characterize these effective ficer, and the mean ratings given by

tists have the characteristics which suit dichotomies. The major "creative ten- three different promotion review
them for careers in management? This sions" are summarized in Table 2.12 boards. Although significant at the
is a very important but complicated

.'P question since it requires characteriza-
tion of both effective technical ac- Table 1. Eupervilory Responsibility
complishment and effective managerial of Engineers as a Function of Age-
accomplishment. At this point, I will
discuss each of these areas separately
before looking at research results that - None Indirect o Mgt Resp. Total
compare and contrast technical and
managerial characteristics. 25-30 37'",;, 25, 31" 7" =100";.

Characteristics of Effective 30-35 22", 21% 41" 16"; =100";
Engineers and Scientists 35-40 16"% 18" 41" 25% = 100%

The most fundamental research 45,6"1
work on characteristics that leads to
technical achievement for scientists 45-50 13' 15; 32", 40' =100"1,11
and engineers has been done during the
last 30 years by the Institute for Social 50-55 13', 16', 29"% 42 ' =100"
Research at the University of
Michigan. I will use this section to 55-60 13" 17"; 27' 43; =100
summarize the results of these studies 6"21
which have been documented in Scien-
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pIgare f. Percentage of Men and Wonen Mouton's managerial grid.24 Their
theory, depicted in Figure 2, attempts

Engineers Eupervising Professional or to match the style of the leader with
Mafna11gerial Personnel by Years Since the maturity of the followers (subor-
obaRiing uegrees. 8  dinates). In the theory, each leadership

style is determined by some combina-
tion of task and relationship behaviors.

100 Task behavior is characterized by
defining what, where, when, and how
tasks are to be accomplished while

90- relationship behavior involves com-
munication and emotional support
among leaders and followers. Maturi-

80 ty of workers involves two factors: (a)
ability (competence) and (b) will- .
ingness (motivation) to do a given

o 70- . task. Low-maturity individuals are .
neither willing nor able to take respon- '*. -

U sibility for a task while high-maturity
Cc 60- individuals are both willing and able
oL to take responsibility. 25

La 50 Comparisons of Engineers and

Managers

40 From the previous discussions, it
a 40- q.should be clear that comparison of per-

sonal competency factors between the _

30 two groups is not particularly valid , ., '
z because of the significant effects of

both organizational and environmen- ,
tal characteristics suggested by current-

20- ly accepted contingency/situational
theories. Nonetheless, I still found -

some research studies that provide in-
teresting insights into differences be-
tween engineers, engineering-trained
managers, and non-engineering- N '\.

1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 trained managers. "

YEARS SINCE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE A study by Brown, Grant, and
Patton2 6  used the California
Psychological Inventory (CPI) to dif-
ferentiate between engineers, e 4-

0.05 level, correlation of the by Lorsch and Morse is illustrated in engineering-trained managers, and
managerial potential scale with the of- Table 3. All of the above authors note non-engineering-trained managers
ficers' actual performance was only that a leader's actual style is closely from three high-technology engineer-
0.20.15 tied to his personality but suggest that ing and manufacturing companies

Current research on managerial ef- leadership training may be useful in located in northern Utah. The sample

fectiveness supports a situational or making managers more aware of their consisted of 71 male employees. Due
to the relatively small sample size, the .". ..

contingency theory of management. own styles and helping them adjust number of CPI scales was limited to ... .
Briefly stated, this theory supports their behavior, within their own range, the following seven:
variation in managerial behavior to fit to fit the demands of the situation. e-,

the organization and the environment. Another observation is the potential 1. Ai Achievement via Independence
One group of research results which usefulness of the contingency model of 2. Ac Achievement via Conformance - -

supports such a contingency theory are leadership for better personnel selec- 3. Do Dominance - 4','
studies by Lawrence and Lorsch 16 and tion based on congruence with 4. Cs Capacity for Status
later by Lorsch and Morse 17 at organizational and environmental 5. Sy Sociability .- ,..

Harvard University's Graduate School characteristics. 2' 6. Py Psychological Mindedness
of Business Administration. Research A very similar situational leadership 7. Sp Social Presence
by Fielder 18 and Tannenbaum and theory also was developed by Hershey Multivariate analysis of variance
Schmidt 19 also supports the contingen- and Blanchard. 22 They evolved their was used to analyze the differences be- ->3x
cy approach. The contingency model theory from Ohio State University's tween the three groups. A complex .'-' 3
of leadership effectiveness developed leadership quadrants2 3 and Blake and combination of five of the factors was .\, :,
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Table 2. Contingency Model Of Leadership Effectiveness"

SECURITY CHALLENGE

Orientation Effective scientists and engineers were active
across the spectrum of research, development,
and application.

Freedom Effective scientists placed a high val- But they also conferred with their col-
ue on freedom... leagues more often.

Specialization For younger scientists, performance .. .but performance was also higher if they

improved with length of time spent on had several skills and avoided narrow spe-
one main project... cialization. R.,1p4

(cont'd) For mature scientists, performance ...but high performance was also linked to
increased with self-confidence and in- mapping broad features of new areas. ,,V.i
terest in probing deeply into an area.

Organizational In departments with minimum coordi- More effective were scientists with broader
Climate nation, autonomous scientists were stimulation from both external and internal

ineffective, sources.

(contd) In departments with tighter coordina- ... but were focused more on important
tion, autonomous scientists were most problems faced by the organization.
effective since they could work
independently...

Influence PhDs and engineers were most effec- ... but were also more effective when their
tive when they could influence their goals were influenced by several others in .
decision-makers... their organization.

* Work Group The most effective scientists reported ... but intellectual stimulation.
Simularity personal harmony in their work groups.

Age Performance peaked at mid-career ... ... but could be sustained by self-confidence,
interest in breadth as well as depth, and
periodic project rotation.

Table 3. Contingency Model of Leadership
Effetivenee °

A Contingency Approach to Leadership

Appropriate
leadership External Internal Subordinate's
behavior environment environment personality predispositions
Directive-boss centered Certain and programmable Controlling and tight and Low need for independence;

(Task oriented) few expectations about Low tolerance for ambiguity
participation Little knowledge of, and in-

formation about the work

Dirtie paricipative?I(Relationship oriented) ,

Participative-subordinate Uncertain and complex Autonomous and loose; High need for independence
centered (Task oriented) members expect to parti- High tolerance for ambiguity

cipate in decisions Much knowledge and infor-
mation about the work

Provram A Ia ,iager 40 lanuary-February 1986
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found to differentiate managers from from American Telephone and Tele- managers but was not at all associated
engineers. "The results suggest that, graph Company (AT&T) who were with success for the technical
relative to engineers, managers show administered the TAT and then tol- managers.
a greater preference for acting upon lowed up 8 and 16 years later. At the
and through other people, are more 16-year point, the 246 managers who To answer the question of why such
outspoken, socially oriented, confi- were still with the company were a sharp contrast occured in the above
dent, poised, and competitive, and classified into technical (92) and non- results for managers who have been
they express enjoyment and comfort in technical (146) groups. Progress, with the same company for several
interacting with others. Manager- measured by level of management at- years, I will turn to a recent report by
trained engineers had similarities to tained in the company, was highly cor- Barefield 2° which included
both the engineer and manager groups related with the LMP for non-technical data from
scoring significantly higher on
dominance (Do) than engineers and
significantly higher on psychological
mindedness (Py) than managers. These
findings suggest that manager-
engineers exhibit the same preference
for leadership roles that managers do,
but do not possess the same level of
social poise nor enjoyment of human ,"-

interaction. Also, the elevated Py sug-
it gests that the manager-engineers' style

of management may be different than
He may base his management style to

a greater degree upon intellectual in-
sight into the needs and motives of 4
people and less on the pleasure of in-
teracting with them." 27

A second research study by
McClelland and Boyatzis 28 attempted
to correlate results from the Thematic
Apperception Test (TAT) with promo-
tion to higher levels of management.A leadership motive pattern (LMP") 10. '"'"'.

was developed by the authors from !- -several personality variables which

were measured by content codes for
stories written to pictures in a version
(it the TAT. The pattern and its
theoretical explanation is presented the assessment centers of this same
below: Mcompany (AT&T). Table 4 containseoltni fo the results of assessments made from

ersonality technical specialist 1956-1962, and Table 5 contains the .Variable Explanation

Moderatelv Shows that the per- to manager may 20-year follow-Lip data. Note that all
three groups were accurately prcdictedhigh need son is interested in not be an easy within 3 percent. But the significant %

for power influencing others transition result is the much lower percentage of
Low need [or Enables the mana- engineers that had reached middle
afiliation ger to make ditfi- It is not advan- management after 20 years. Additional

Cult decisions with- investigation revealed that the more
out worrying tin- tageous to stay in a successful technical managers were L
duly about being rated higher than the less successful
disliked technical area too technical managers on oral communi-1 ,-, ~cation skills (part of interpersonal skills ." .

flighactivitv Person is likely to long. in the Table 3 assessment). 30 ineproa;fsil
inhibition be concerned with

maintaining or- Reviews of Engineering ,.
ganizational sis- Education
tems and following This theme of deficient oral com-
orderly procedure munication and interpersonal skills

The sample for thi; study consisted also is evident in engineers' perceptions
of 311 entry-level managers (all males) of themselves and their education from

Pronim Ahma' 41 ]m iii-FI, ua? 1Oo
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-Those who are identified asFigure 2. BiMUN90nal Leadership Theory having management potential
(Herehey oe Ilanchard)2 5  have at least average technical

skills and superior interpersonal
skills.

.It was pointed out (that) almost1-0 9/1 all upward contact was made by t

r short verbal and written mes- 4
sages; and the engineers believed
that major decisions about their
future were made on the basis of
these communications.

34

Finally, from a survey conducted by
Louis Harris and Associates for the In-
stitute of Electrical and Electronics

cc !J Engineers (IEEE):

LL Seven in ten respondents said the
C* EE education is lacking in com-

2C munication skills, and two-thirds
said the same about human rela-
tions skills. These findings were
confirmed independently of the
survey by interviews with EEs
who consistently stated their
educations had these shortcom-
ings .... Several engineers said that
engineers make bad managers
because they are not adept at
dealing with people, or "life's
non-idealities," as one manager

(Low) TASK BEHAVIOR .(High) put it. 35

(of Leader) DSMC Takes Action

(Mature) j o (Immature) With several sources documenting
(of Followers) deficiencies in technical managers' in-Fterpersonal and oral communication

skills, what can be done to correct
interview data. For example, a recent were interviewed by Dr. Robert B. these deficiencies? The Defense
study by Honeywell Corporation was Davis, Dean of the School of Engineer- Systems Management College is par-
summarized by Barefield as follows: ing at the University of Missouri, ticularly concerned with these findings

The general consensus on the Rolla. The interviews were conducted since its student population consists of

state of current engineering to provide information on how best to military officers and government
education in terms of concern for acquire and use computer hardware civilians who are making the transition

future management potential of for engineering education. But, Dean from functional specialties into pro-

engineers in that little to no at- Davis found other information from gram management. A survey of the
ttention is given to such topics as:two Program ManagementCourses (PMCs) reveals that 66 per-

-interpersonal group dynamics One of the questions in the cent (270 out of 440) have engineering
-interpersonal group skills standard set he used concerned and scientific undergraduate
-communication, including what was missing from their un- backgrounds. Similar data from our

technical writing dergraduate education. The fol- recent Program Managers' Work-
-resolving team conflicts lowing three conclusions were shops, consisting of students slated for

4 Although more than 70 U.S. almost universally expressed by key positions on major defense pro-
's engineering schools now offer the 500 engineers: grams, show a higher figure of 78 per-

cent (52 out of 67) with technicalM.B.A. and M.S. degrees or bus- -It is not advantageous to stay cn 5 u f6)wt ehia
iness-oriented courses, their pro- in a technical area too long. If
grams most often stress only the you are to get ahead, you must The Defense Systems Management
technical aspects of management go into management. College recognizes the importance of
and not the interpersonal ones.33  -Those who have management interpersonal skill and effective com-
A second source was feedback from potential are identified early, munication in developing program

interviews of 500 practicing engineers usually by the end of their sec- managers. In the 20-week PMC, stu-
from a major U.S. corporation who ond year on the job. dents are assigned to 6-member work

Program Manager 42 1a0,,8-FcI'raru I t' t



Table 4. AT&T Management ASeSeement (1956-1962)
by College Major" f

Nigh (N) and LOW (L) COrorS
(Sample size ranged from 68 to 36)

Humanities and
Social Sciences Engineers Business

Admini,'eative Skills H L H

Interpersonal Skills H L H --

Intellectual Ability

Verbal H L L

Quantitative L H L

Advancement Potential H L H

Have Middle Management Potential 46% 26% 31% 1 1

groups and given several team projects in both government and industry. The "Too often training programs at-
requiring cooperative effort. Other model, illustrated in Figure 3, consists tempt to 'teach the fundamentals' us-
classes also stress communication of six steps designed to develop any ing lectures, readings, case discussions,
skills, team building, conflict manage- given management skill in the work films, and dynamic speakers to trans-
ment, and working with different per- environment. The first three steps mit knowledge to course participants.
sonality types. But more effort is re- (awareness, knowledge, and evalua- Unfortunately, it is usually not the lack
quired to bridge the gap between class- tion) are the normal products of of knowledge, but the inability to use
room knowledge and actual perform- classroom instruction. But, as the knowledge that limits effective
ance in the work environment. This model shows, these steps are insuffi- managerial behavior." 37 This state-
gap is illustrated more clearly in the cient to develop managerial skill unless ment was reinforced in an interview
Competency Acquisition Model devel- they are followed by opportunities to with Dr. Richard Boyatzis, McBer's
oped by McBer and Company and adjust, practice, and get feedback on President, who stated that, out of all
used in management training programs performance. the managerial jobs they studied in

Table 5. AT&T ProgreS$ In Management (Follow-up Data)
by College MaIor"-

(Sample size ranged from 401 to 6)

Humanities -

Social Science Engineers Business

Years to Reach 2nd Level*" 4.0 5.4 3.9

Management Level at 8 Years** 2.6 2.2 2.4

Management Level at 20 Years 3.4 3.2 3.2

Percentage 4th Level or Higher 43%, 23%,, 32,,

IN at 20 Years

*Group differences statistically significant at p -4 .005
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both government and industry, in on- DOD engineers and management skill development can on-
ly one case was there a significant dif- ly come back in the students' own
ference in the knowledge possessed by scientists need more work environments. To make the tran-the top performers when compared to - sition more effective, considerable ef- .. '
average performers in the same jobs.38  interpersonal and fort is still required at DSMC to in-

tegrate our knowledge-based core cur-
To structure opportunities to prac- communication riculum with more realistic oppor-tice and receive feedback on tnte o rcieadapiainb

managerial skills, DSMC has made skills development tunities for practice and application by
ticeandreceve eedack n kllsthe students.

some changes in the 20-week PMC. A to eSuccess Summaryseries of management development

lessons have been created with oppor- as acquisition As a group, engineers believe that
tunities for self-assessment, practice, moving into management will bring
and goal setting on individual manage- managers. them higher salaries and higher levels
ment skills. The Acquisition Manage- of responsibility than continuing in
ment Laboratory has revised several of their technical disciplines. Data from
its Systems-X case studies to incor- two major studies show that engineers
porate role-playing opportunities for do transition into management posi-
groups of students. The College has in-
vestigated several existing role-playing
organizational simulations that feature
up to 20 individually tailored manage- "-)

ment roles. These simulations are
designed to recreate the multiple prob-
lems and complex interactions that
characterize the managerial environ-
ment. After studying the background
information for their role, each
manager is free to take whatever ac-
tion he/she pleases (phone calls,
memos, meetings, informal discussion,
decisions, etc.) consistent with his/her ,
normal management style. After the
simulation, participants are given feed-
back not only on the problems they
were able to solve but also on the ef-
fectiveness of each person's interper-

N sonal and communications skills in the
problem-solving process. Goal-setting
sessions follow, but the final proof of

tions in ever-increasing numbers dur-
Figure S. The Competency ing their careers. Limited research has

- Acquisition Model" been done comparing engineers and
managers, most without regard to the
effectiveness of either group. Effec-

Recognize the competency "Awareness" tiveness studies that have been done
.,W are generally inconclusive about any

unique characteristics of effective
Understand the competency and relate it to "Knowledge" technical managers. The major excep-
performance tion is that technical managers score

4Wn lower on interpersonal skills than non-

Self-assessment or instrumented feedback on the "Evaluation" technical managers, and that the more

competency successful technical managers were L.
rated higher on interpersonal skills

Experiment with demonstration of the competency "Adjustment/Change" than the less-successful technical
managers. Also, engineers see them- - V"*"

"-. selves and their undergraduate cur- ,
ricula as markedly deficient in - .,

Practice using the competency and receive feedback "Practice'' developing their human-relations and .2 ii"i

communication skills.

The implication of these findings for
Apply the competency in job situations and "Application" DSMC is that DOD engineers and
in the context of other characteristics scientists need more interpersonal skills '

0
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development to improve both their 11. T.S. Kuhn, Scientific Creativity: Boyatzis, "I eadership Motive Patterns
selection opportunity and success as Its Recognition and Development, and Long-Term Success in Manage-
acquisition managers. The Defense C.W. Taylor and F. Barrows, Eds., ment," Journal of Applied Psychology,
Systems Management College recog- 1963, New York. Wiley, pp. 341-354. 1984, Vol. 69, No. 2, pp. 737-743. 7- 6

nizes this problem and is taking action 12. Pelz and Andrews. 29. R.S. Barefield, "The Complete
to solve it. In addition to existing E
classroom instruction, DSMC's man- 13. P.R. Hershey and K.H. Blan- Engineer-Corporate Feedback," paper

agement development week and use of chard, Management of Organizational presented at the 19th Annual Midwest

role-playing case studies and manage- Behavior: Utilizing Human Resources Section of the American Society for , ,

ment simulations promises to bridge (3rd ed.), 1977, Englewood Cliffs, New Engineering Education at Wichita State .-

the gap between awareness and suc- Jersey: Prentice-Hall, p. 89. University, March 21-23, 1984.
cessful application of these critical in- 14. E.E. Jennings, "The Anatomy of 30. McClelland and Boyatzis, p. 742.

terpersonal and communication skills Leadership," Management of Person- 31. Barefield, p. 6.
in the job environment.M nel Quarterly, Autumn 1961, Vol. 1, 32. Ibid, p. 6.
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Goals of University Degree Programs," and Measurement, Research Technology, June 23-27, 1986
IEEE Transactions on Engineering Monograph No. 88, 1957, Columbus,
Management, August 1974, Vol. Ohio: Bureau of Business Research, methodology, and application of deci-
EM-2, No. 3, pp. 101-104. Ohio State University.

sion analysis to problems with multi-
8. W.L. Bold, K.W. Linden, C.M. 24. R.R. Blake and J.S. Mouton, The ple objectives. Risk analysis and group

Jagacinski, and K.D. Shell, "Highlights Managerial Grid, 1964, Houston, decision problems. Case studies from _
of the National Engineering Career Texas: Gulf Publishing. the private and public sectors. Pro-
Development Study," 1981, Purdue 25. Hershey and Blanchard, p. 170. tessors tor both workshops are Ralph"
University. (Available from Dr. W.K. I.. Keenev (USC) and Alvin W. Drake
LeBold, Purdue). 26. J.S. Brown, C.W. Grant, and (MIT). For turther information about

9. D.C. Pelz and F.M. Andrews M.J. Patton, "A CPI Comparison of both work,,hops., ontact:
Scientists in Organizations: Productive Engineers and Managers," Journal of
Climates for Research and Develop- Vocational Behaviour, 1981, Vol. 18, Director ot the Smmer Se,,sion
ment (2nd ed.), 1976, Ann Arbor: pp. 255-264. Cambridgc, MA 02130
University of Michigan. 27. Ibid, pp. 262-263. Telephone v17-253-2101.
10. Ibid. 28. D.C. McClelland and R.E.
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Reshuffling
at the Top

Reallocationi of DOD Procurement Duties
Calvint Brown

0 n N ov\ 10 1083, W illiam I I, p revious ly principal deput y Under- To answer the second question, I

I- Itt en ierig a n m d o Ju ly 5 changed DOD Directives 5000.1,U tn11co the dual,1 role,. of diu- 1Q85, to be assistant secretarv of 5128.1 and 5129.1 relating to respon-
fn,-acquisition executiv'e defense for acquisition and logistics, sibilities of the DEPSECDEF and the

1 ')AF 11d 1p1r( L rt'ient t'xeci e and Dr. D)onald H. Hicks wvas sworn responsibilities functional areas
, I'!. In anI inturnail Pentagon in Au~gust 0, 1085, aS Undersecretary assigned to USDRE and ASD (A&L).4
nt-ripll lnaid Lill) MIr, att di vested of def ense for research and
lame'. P. k\atlt. Jr., assistant set retarv engineering. Rsosblte
of dcfvn'. tfor at quisition antd logisti s
.-VD()A:&I_ L ot those roles. which wvere 1. The deputy secretary of defense is

,r...I"gntd Jly~ 25. 10185. designated the defense acquisition ex-

I he 'amve dayv. \Jr. Taftt issLud revis- ecutive and the procurement executive
I r.io',otIXl)1)retie50.1 WAhat prompted the (DAE.'PE). In this capacity theNI vrn, ADDDrctv 0.1 DEPSECDEF shall:%1frSV'.tteni1 ActliSition": D)1OD. etepinia disrt h

ln.t rutt on 5000.2, Maljor Systems deputy cdefense a etepicplavsrt h
:\ttii inIreurs10)lirc ertay t a e secretary of defense for the acquisition

five 5128.1. Assistant Secretarv o(it . ig iicn of defense systems and equipment.
I )ttnWt .*\LIquisition anti 1ogistics)'; th~ose sig ifian b.TruhteDACcar n
anld DOD ))Directive 5120.1I, "Under inb"hoghteDACchie-A

'St ctrvotDeesefo Rserc adchanoesi sure the management process, policies,
Ingieerng.Revsion inlud efect Nov rn er 985and and procedures for major systems ac-

t-iiurn.Rvsosiu~iketts Nv m e 1 8 n quisitions are integrated and unified.
ru~onibliiesasigedto the what are the effects c. Monitor and ensure DOD com-

1 )1.1SEC( DI )L the uindersecretarv of ofitcage pliance with the policies and practices
duett tor Itesearth and engineering of tose ch n e? in "The Office of Federal Procurement
IjSl )Rl ' antite ASP) IA& 1. in light Policy Act" (Public Law 98 - 191),

of N> Uats mmo.OMB Circular A-109, DOD Directives
H chnges lessthan '''5000.1 and 5000.3, and DOD Instruc-

I's tu hne ame les t a I a tion 5000.2.
attt'r crt'at ion (it the position of Two questions arise. What

AS .\ I.In a Januari, 1985. prompted the deputy defense secretary 2. The undersecretary of defense for
Pentagon press release, Secretary of to make those significant changes in research and engineering shall be

* [I tfense Caspar W. Wt'inberger an- November 1985 and what are the ef- responsible for policy, review, and ac-
nounttd reorganization actions to tects oif those changes? Before quisition strategy of all research,-
t rca mlie management ot acquisition, reorganization in February 1985, the engineering development, technology,

lgtit and other keY tfunctions I. 'SPRE was [DAL. chairetd the Defense and test and evaluation of major
IUntder III', otfh t.. The ieorganization Systems Acquisition Review Council Systems and shall:
wVould tiring Untder a single eXecutive, (DSARC) and exerted strong control a. Serve as a permanent member
ASIDiA&I. . 'The responsibility for over the procurement process. The and SSARC chair for milestone 0, 1,
rmnaging the weapons System acquisi- reorganization, however, separated and 11 DSARC Reviews.
t on process., along with the Supporting research and development from pro-

ftil ilities, Systems antd other physical curemnent by creating the new ASD b. Monitfor Oysi ompssonn ro-s
rt".1orte. Furthter, the ASI)(A&l.) (A&L). who reported directly to the cdrsfraayi fmsinaes
wNould Se'rve as, the dletense acquisition Secretary of defense, not to USDRE. In c. Coordinate the review of

cx f Liie, antd rt'ponsibitities for ac- the aftermath, DSARC respons;ibilities Justification of Major System Newv
* quisition man-igernent antd procure- were divided between USDRE and Starts (IMSNSt in the Program Objec-

n4itent policy were transferretd fron ASD iA&L.). The motivation for these fives Memorandum (POM) to deter- -7
'SD)R to ASDi A&I.i. The media changes is unclear. However, signifi- mine whether major system new starts

atdoptetd the title, -procurement czar." cant responsibility did shift upward to should be included in the Program
% for the new position. Dr. Wade, h tiept P -Secretary of defense. D)ecision NIemorandumn (PDM).
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d. Coordinate the interface of the tion, energy, environment, and safety Functional Areas
acquisition process with the Planning, for new major systems throughout
Programming, and Budgeting System their life cycle and shall: 1. USDRE is responsible for the

following functional areas: -.-
(PPBS). a. Serve as a permanent member
USDRE is also the principal staff assis- and DSARC chair for Milestone III a. Scientific and technical informa-DRE isd alvso thencl starof DSARC hairs fotion, basic research, exploratory
tant and advisor to the secretary of DSARC reviews, development and advanced technology
defense for DOD scientific and b. Ensure that logistics planning is development.
technical matters, basic and applied consistent with system hardware b. Review and evaluate submis-
research, environmental sciences, the parameters, logistic policies, and sions of specific mission needs to be
development of weapon systems and readiness objectives. fulfi le rpelativ prsior aeds to be
appropriate international agreements fulfilled, relative priority assigned
(DODD 5129.1) For each assigned c. Monitor DOD Component pro- within DOD, and general magnitude
functional area the USDRE shall: cedures for planning and providing of resources to be utilized.

post-production support to meet
e. Develop policies, conduct system readiness objectives. c. Development andacquisition ofanalses, hrouh advice, make recoi- wp ste t

analyses, provide d. Coordinate the interface of the engineering development to include
mendations, issue guidance on DOD acquisition process with the PPBS. product improvements and preplanned
plans, programs and requirements process
determinations. The ASD (A&L) is the principal staff product improvements.

assistant and advisor to the secretary d. Design and engineering for J0
f. Review proposed resource pro- of defense for management of DOD suitability, producibility, reliability,

grams, formulate budget estimates, production procurement, development maintainability, trainability, design-to-
recommend resource allocations and of procurement regulations, career cost, configuration management, and
priorities, and monitor the implemen- management of the procurement work materials conservation including life-
tation of approved programs. force, logistics, installations, cycle considerations.

associated support functions and other
g. Plan and recommend an op- related matters (DODD 5028.1). For ean earchn lopnf

timum integrated program of research each assigned area the ASD(A&L) manufacturing technology.
and development to meet the re- shall: f. Research interchange, co-
quirements of national military objec- development, and rationalization,tives and initiate projects to fill impor- e. Develop policies, conduct standardization and interoperability

tant gaps which may exist. analyses, provide advice, make recom- with friendly and allied nations, in-
mendations and issue guidance on cluding international and reciprocal

h. Promote coordination, cooper- DOD plans and programs and re- cmudngn terntandn ecep
ation, and mutual understanding of all quirements determination, memoranda of understanding (except
matters related to assigned activities, logistics and military construction) r
both inside and outside of the Depart- f. Promote coordination, coopera- agreements. Serves as the national ar-
ment of Defense, including oversight tion, and mutual understanding about maments director and secretary of
and policy formulation for interna- all matters related to assigned activities defense representative to the Four
tional agreements on systems acquisi- both inside and outside the DOD, in- Power Conference.

tion matters with North Atlantic Trea- cluding oversight and policy formula- g. Federally Funded Research and ,
ty Organization (NATO) allies and tion for international logistics and Development Center (FFRDC) over-
other friendly nations. military construction agreements and sight (except Logistics Management In-

implementation of co-production stitute) and policy.
i. Serve as primary focal point and agreements with NATO allies and 2. ASD (A&L) is responsible for the

principal spokesman and serve on other friendly nations. 2 D ie b t
boards, committees, and other groups g. Exercise direction, authority following functional areas:

pertaining to assigned functional areas, and control over the Defense Logisitics a. Maintenance and administra-
andrereen th scrtay o dfestion of the Federal Acquisition Regula- --and represent the secretary of defense Agency and the Armed Forces Pest tion andtheDoDsupplementand" "-.

on USDRE matters ouside the Depart- Management Board. tde D.na
ment of Defense. other implementations thereto within

h. Provide policy guidance, goal- DOD.
j. Exercise direction, authority and setting, and management supervision

control over the Defense Advanced for the Loistics Systems Analysis Of- b. Weapon systems production "
Research Projects Agency, the Defense fice, Defense Logistics Studies Informa- procurement.
Nuclear Agency, and the Defense tion Exchange, Defense Management c. Contract policy and administra-
Systems Management College. Journal, Defense Materiel Specifica- tion and contract pricing and finance.

tions and Standard Office, Product d. Development of DOD policy
3. The assistant secretary of defense Engineering Service Office, Office of for contract studies and consultant
(acquisition and logistics) shall be the Industrial Base Assessment, services.
responsible for policy, review, and ac- Defense Housing Management (Sce Reshuffling, page 53) 0
quisition strategy for the production Systems Office, Defense Base Opera-
procurement of all major systems, and tions Analysis Office, and Weapon OMr. Brown is a professor ot
will be the major high official for Support Improvement and Analysis engineering managenient in the
policy on logistics, facility construc- Office. Research Directorate at DSMC.
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WORKING_, _ _ _ _ _ __ hat is the most important
personal attribute that thenew supervisor brings to the .. ;? ,

A t hitude workplace? There is mutual

W agreement among exper- I
ienced supervisors and educators that
the success of any new supervisor is
heavily dependent on proper attitude.

Sc Psychologists define attitude as .. .
learned patterns of symbolic responses
directed toward objects, persons, or

Richard F. Gordon situations. In general, they identify at-
titudes as either favorable or un- -A
favorable, reflecting their emotional or
motivational character. Favorable at-
titudes are considered positive and un- Z.,
favorable attitudes negative. I 'I

The three key concerns regarding '.
proper attitude for the new supervisor
are attitude toward higher-level
management and staff, supervisory
role, and employees. Failure to
cultivate the proper attitude in any of
these areas will minimize the new
supervisor's chances for success.

Higher-Level Management
and Staff

Louis V. Imundo, in The Effective
, Supervisor's Handbook, states that the

new supervisor must accept higher-
level management and staff decisions 3,

.,A 14h:{ 41 and directives as sincere expressions
of what should be done to meet .

statement is

You can increase
* your job satisfac-

tion by practicing
the basic attitude
that the system is
not out to ruin

,y your day.
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simplistic and easy to comply with in visors are leaders, and leaders are ing all of the decisions; unpredictabili-
a stable work environment. However, responsible for setting proper examples ty in the way work should be done; ,
most work environments are not stable for others to follow. Discard age-old and, continual change in the way work
and the only two constants are change adages such as "Don't do as I do, do is done.
and flexibility. New supervisors must as I say"; or "Rank has privileges," A positive attitude on your part can
recognize that the higher-level which do not work with modern-day help minimize the adverse effects of
manager's priority perspective is in people. Therefore, the primary respon- conflict. Lester R. Bittel, in What Every
terms of the total system of operation, sibility of the new supervisor in terms Supervisor Should Know, recom-
and priorities are set accordingly. of attitude is to serve as a role model, mends that you should first be alert to
Without a clear understanding of the As a leader, the examples you set and its presence. Next, seek out its causes,
need for these priorities, supervisors the attitude you exhibit affects the and meet it head-on. His recom- ,
risk disapproval of their actions when behavior of your subordinates; i.e., mended approach to dealing with con-
deviating from the priorities estab- tardiness, absenteeism, job respon- flict involves four steps:lished by higher-level managers. sibilities, and timeliness in task ac-

Contrary to popular belief, the staff complishment. Marginal performance -Decide what it is that you wish to
group's basic function is to provide by subordinates in these specific areas be accomplished. Nothing will be'~~~~~~~~~~~h a be a mirror imageof att, rsleunes fstme" ;
support in their area of expertise. The may your attituL. resolved unless you first make up your
new supervisor may view staff regarding their importance. Leading by mind what the desired outcome should
employees negatively, especially if the example is still a good concept. be.
supervisor feels that staff decisions and Another important attitude aspect is -Call together the people who can
directives are eroding his or her super- decision-making for controversial best settle the issue. If the conflict is
visory authority. A more positive in- issues. This may be one of the more strictly between you and one subor-
itial approach is to view the staff group difficult aspects of the new supervisor's dinate, limit the confrontation to the , .,1 ,
as a knowledge transfer resource leadership role. A leader is a person two of you.
base-someone the new supervisor can others look to for direction, a person -Be ready to bargain, not hand out
turn to for advice and consultation. whose judgment is respected because edicts. Conflicts are truly settled by

As a supervisor, you may have a it is usually sound. Controversial negotiation. Zero in on your objective,
legitimate difference of opinion regard- issues should be decided on the basis which usually can be achieved in more
ing organizational policies and higher of facts and circumstances. Matters in- than one way.
management and staff decisions. You volving subordinates should be de- -Do not be distracted by per-
have a legitimate right, as a supervisor, cided on merit and not interpersonal sonalities. While many people do not
to ask for review of decisions and relationships.get along, most conflicts have a much
policy changes that directly or indirect- One of the problems confronting more tangible basis. By keying in on
ly affect your organization or new supervisors is their friendship with your main objective, it tends to push
employees. These disagreements previous co-workers who now become personality conflicts into the
should be discussed privately with their subordinates. Obviously, you do background.
higher management or staff personnel not want your friendships to hurt your
to resolve the difference of opinion. A performance or the performances of A positive attitude toward setting a
word of caution: Don't discuss your your friends; and yet, you cannot good example, resolving controversial
disagreement openly with your allow your friendships to interfere with issues in a fair and equitable manner,
employees. As a supervisor you are your methods of operation. It is impor- and resolving conflict before it .. ,
part of the management team and, as tant to recognize that everyone you becomes a disruptive force will
such, you must be supportive of supervise must be treated with equal enhance your chances of success.
higher-level decisions, fairness. Intuition and personal feelings
Supervisory Role are poor substitutes for professional Employees

Margaret Hennig and Anne Jardim, competence. W. Earl Sasser, Jr., and Frank S.
in The Managerial Woman, state that Another problem confronting new Leonard in Let First Level Supervisors
supervision typically involves respon- supervisors is conflict within their Do Their Job say that supervisors pro-
siblity for routine, predictable and work group. You must realize that bably have more influence on produc-
specific job performance by subor- whenever a group of people work tivity, worker absenteeism, product
dinates in an area of skills with which together, some degree of conflict is in- quality, morale of work force, labor
the supervisor is extremely familiar. evitable. There are many sources of relations, and cost reduction than any
Having the appropriate technical job conflict in an organization; i.e., peo- other management group in the com-
skills is an acceptable requisite for pie with different ideas about what pany. A simple extention of this state-
assignment to a supervisory position. should be done and how to do it. This ment would lead us to conclude that
And yet, job skills alone will not en- type of conflict is closely related to the the supervisor's primary attitude
sure success, work itself; how it is laid out and the toward employees is to try to create a

way in which the supervisor manages work environment where subordinates
Competent workers want to respect the work force. Three specific ex- willingly cooperate to meet organiza-

their supervisor. They expect the amples of actions by a supervisor that tional objectives and, in so doing, also
supervisor to be competent; they also may cause conflict are: one-way coin- serve their own personal needs. This
expect the supervisor to be fair. Super- munication, with the supervisor mak- work environment should allow
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subordinates to express their feelings management responsibilities. You can New supervisors must recognize that
and concerns openly, without fear of be assured that higher-level manage- subordinates have more control over j

* intimidation or reprisal. ment will ultimately hold you accoun- their futures than higher management.
Worerstody n logeraccpttable for your work group's perfor- Your promotability will be determinedaukestorty at fager ale.t mance. Therefore, you can not ab- by how well you perform in your cur-

supervisor auhrt tfc au.dicate your responsibility for subor- rent supervisory assignment. You
trw ust, viandsconfideero therspbor- diate performance. In effect, you should recognize that many subor-trus, ad cnfienceof hei suor-must accept partial responsibility for dinates share your aspirations for pro-dinates. Initially, you may get surface the failures of all subordinates. This in- motions. They also want recognition

resect Inthelon ru itis hatcludes the failures of your problem for a task well done. Recognition,
whorate sayyu thatk mattersandt employees as well as those of the high praise, raises, and promotions should
that affectsa ho well they paerm a achievers and committed employees. A not be given on a subjective basis. This
ptiv attitud towar bltein peredim.- word of caution: In discussing approach is in conflict with the basic
ptale keepingd yord roiespandib- employee failures or shortcomings intent of any reward system, in thattabe, eepng ou prmiss, nd e-w ith higher management, do not say the recipient should be an appropriateing fair will facilitate subordinate ac- ta twsetrl h uodnt' oemdlfrohrepoest

cepanc ofyouin oursuprviory fault and attempt to absolve yourself emulate. Recognition and rewards
role.

of any wrongdoing. By so doing, you should be based on an objective assess-
Many management experts believe imply that you either do not know ment of the subordinate's job respon- X

that most employee problems can be how the work should be done or you sibilites and accomplishments. A
solved through job enrichment. As a are not exercising proper control over positive attitude toward a fair and
new supervisor, you should try to the work group's output products. The equitable reward system will enhance
cultivate a positive attitude toward job most appropriate safeguard against your work group's job satisfaction and
enrichment, which means deliberate subordinate failures is a positive at- morale.
upgrading of responsiblity. scope, and titude toward details and control. One of the most difficult situations
challenge. The job-design continuum confronting the new supervisor is the

*starts on the low side with rotation and need to discipline subordinates. When
extention, then progresses to the high a problem situation initially arises,
side with enlargement and enrichment. keep in mind that ignoring it will not
The continuum implies that there is make it go away. The opposite is
greater variety, more responsibility, usually true; it gets worse. Your initial
and increased opportunity for personal The p rp s of reaction may be to use traditional -
growth as one progresses toward the urpose; o eapegt ogh u
enrichment sdoftesaeThcn- disciplinary action them on probation, or make them so
tinuum job terms can be defined as: miserable they will quit. This coercive
rotation -periodically reassigning the is to rehabilitate approach is negative because all of the
worker to new tasks; extension - aemphasis is on punishment. You will
giving the worker additional duties re- rather than to not have any long-term success by
quiring the same skill level; '7.utilizing a coercive power base.
enlargement -making the worker's punish. Louis V. Imundo, in The Effective
assignment a larger part of the total Supervisor's Handbook, recommends
process; and enrichment -giving theamoepstvaprchHibsc

worker full responsibility for an entireprmsfopsivedcplnista
process.the purpose of disciplinary action is to I

Job enrichment often involves more In addition to accepting partial rehabilitate rather than punish.
participation by subordinates in responsibility for subordinates' Positive discipline takes the form of
decision-making, and responsibility for failures, you must support subor- support and reinforcement for ap-
planning and inspection, as well as do- dinates in situations where they are proved actions. Corrective action for
ing. Some of the roadblocks to job right.- Employees respect a leader who improper behavior should be suppor-
enrichment are supervisors who resist will take a personal risk to stand up for tive; there can be no vindication. LetU
the apparent threat to their authority; them, especially in dealings with higher the subordinates know that you ap-
employees who show little interest in management and staff personnel. prove of them as people, but discipline
taking on new jobs; and labor unions Subordinates remember how they them for specific actions.
that see the program as a scheme by were treated by the supervisor when The key prerequisites for using a
management to get more work done they were under stress and trying to positive discipline approach are com-
for less money. Job enrichment is still cope with problem work assignments. munication of rules, regulations, pro-
one of the most commonly suggested Your supportive attitude, especially cedures, and job requirements to all

*cures for employee alienation and job during stressful times, will have a employees. You, as a supervisor, must
dissatistaction. strong influence on developing an at- communicate to subordinates the kind

Supervisors who embrace job mosphere of mutual trust. Mutual of positive behavior expected of them.
*enrichment or encourage subordinate trust, in the long run, will enhance You should encourage subordinates to

participation in the decision-making future subordinate cooperation and develop a sense of personal respon-
process are not abdicating their productivity. (Set, Attitude, page 53)
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IiLAMWO]RK organizations system, and is single-
minded in pursuit of program obec -
tives. Therefore, the PM otten cannot
abide what he perceives to be in-
terference or obstructionism from serv-
i(e staff office members.

Is "the Matrix"
a Problem ? A Dual Role e

The service staffer, on the other
J. William Kerpelman hand, has a dual role that is oriented p"

toward expertise in a particular special-
ty, many of which, by their veryuring my years of experience as with the matrix organization. These nature, are governed by substantial -e

a member or manager of Navy discussions generally recognize the rules and regulations. The service staff
management staff offices, I built-in potential for conflict among specialist, if not properly indoctrinated
have held innumerable discus- the program manager, the line, and by management, may view himself as
sions with key line and pro- staff elements of the organization that only holding back profligate spending,

gram management personnel in- result from different orientations overstaffing, overgrading of personnel,
dicating that many PMs view "the toward what is important. Must this etc. This role, to some degree, is often
matrix" as a problem. conflict occur? I maintain that better one of the service staff specialist's

Though all of my direct experience understanding of both sides' goals and designated responsibilities, and he mayhas been in Naval Systems Comi- perceptions might help minimize con- see the PM as a single-issue-driven per-

mands, I expect this same view exists flict between PM and service staff of- son who deems himself above the law,

to some degree in other military serv- fices. The end-result would be to caring little or nothing about rules and

ices' acquisition organizations. Con- achieve more smoothly the goal regulations (many of which are in

versations among and with current toward which major DOD program place to follow executive or congres-

DSMC Program Management Course management efforts are directed- sional direction, to implement legisla-

students reaffirm this view. Students providing and supporting the world's tion, and to serve interests of the tax-

frequently identify "the staff offices" as best weapons systems for our military payer). The proper service staff

* a particular problem-often in a seem- users. organization role might be likened to

ingly near-contemptuous tone. I would Why do many program managers the Roman god Janus, depicted with

like to address relationships and some denigrate the staff offices of their larger two faces placed back to back, thus .,
reasons for conflict among service organizations? After all, don't they ex- enabling him to see in opposite direc-
(small "s") staffs and program ist to help the program manager do his always should be turned in the direc-

managers from my perspective as the job? Why, then, do service staffs often tion of providing service in his special-
manager of Navy Systems Command appear to be obstructionist naysayers ty to the PMs and other parts of the

service staff offices. In this discussion, to the PM? It may be helpful if PMs organization; while the other face is 

I refer primarily to service staff offices better understand the role of these looking in the direction of serving top

such as personnel, financial, ad- staffs; similarly, service staff office per- management's requirements for assur-

ministrative, and management pro- sonnel should better understand their ing that its policies are followed and
grams: that is, staffs that exist to pro- optimum role as well as that of the that the regulatory framework is not
vide expertise in their specialty and PM.
service to top management and to line ignored. Despite the aforementioned
,and I'M elemer-ts of the organization. The PM is oriented to getting the job pressures on the PM to perform, he

In addition, I oelieve this discussion done; i.e., developing and producing should recognize that top management

applies to what might be termed the the system for which he is the respon- must integrate and direct numerous

advocacy staffs-those established to sible manager. He is under tremendous PMs and other organizational
promote a specific ancillary program; pressure to perform and deliver his elements' activities toward ac-
examples are the older "ilities" offices system on time and on cost, while complishing command goals. Manage- office
and the more recently created competi- meeting performance requirements, ment often uses the service staff offices
tion and streamlining advocates. Chances are he would not have been to assist in this aim. Recognizing these

However, this discussion does not ap- selected to be a program manager if he PM/staff differences in perspective can

ply to line elements of the matrix that were not action oriented. In acquisition go a long way toward understanding

are integral parts of the life cycle; i.e., agencies, as in every organization, a and dealing with service conflict.

research, engineering, test, evaluation, "pecking order" develops. In the In identifying reasons for role con-
and logistics support organizations. aerospace industry the design engineers flict among program managers and

may be at the top; in the garment in- service staffs, top-level management
dustry, the fashion designer; in the and senior staff office managers do not t

Must This Conflict Occur? department store business, the buyer. get off scot-free. They must recognize

Organization and management In the acquisition business, the pro- the potential that exists for friction and
literature is replete with discussions of gram manager sometimes considers must inclulcate a "service attitude"
the line and staff organizations, and himself to be the "Brahmin" of the among staff specialists. Command %
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goals should be stated and understood they are only policemen, aren't they? STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE
by all members of the organization and Based on my experience, I suggest it is ACT OF AUGUST 12, 1970, SEC-
must continually receive emphasis by better to be "up front" with the staff TION 3685, TITLE 39, UNITED
management. Parochialism, tunnel vi- regarding the PM's objective than it is STATES CODE, SHOWING THE
sion, and self-serving career orienta- to hide it. OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,tionFor example, when a position AND CIRCULATION OF. , ionmust be guarded against onall
sides, and the big picture must be d reape hnapsto
ried and considered in all of the description is rewritten or a IrogramMtager, published bimonthly at the
recognizedreorganization is proposed, the ex- Defense Systems Management College, Fort
service staff members' activities, as BviV 2W%.Nme fisereorgnizaion s prpose, th ex-Belvoir, VA 22060-5426. Number of imssu" ' '

well as among PMs. A cavalier staff at- perienced service staff reviewer knows published annually: 6. The Editor-in-Chief is
I that frequently this may be a disguised Robert W. Bal, Defense Systems Management

titude of how many "gotchas" can be attempt to promote, upgrade, or other- College DRI-P, Fort Belvolr, VA 22060-5426.
collected on PNs should not be wise legitimately "take care" of some The Managing Editor is Catherine M. Clark,
tolerated. The staff specialist must ful- -Defense Systems Management College, DRI-P,
ly understand his vital service role of individual in the PM office, despite PM Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-426 The publisher is

assurance that improved efficiency is tliiDefenseSystemsManagementCollege,Fortfacilitating the achievement of the t y~ ,ot-.
the only goal. Staff specialists with Belvoir, VA 22060-5426.
even a modicum of a service attitude The average number of copies each issue dur-

Program managers should make an can be of more help to the PM if the ing the preceding 12 months:
effort to understand the points of view latter provides an honest statement of A. Total number of copies printed (net press
of the service staff. In dealing with PM his objective or the problem he is at- run): 10,362B. Paid and/or requested
personnel over the years, I have ex- tempting to solve. Then, especially if .1 Pa thrued lan
perienced recurring actions on the he has been properly goal-oriented by vendors, and counter sales: None
parts of program managers that raise his own management, the service staff 2. Maldubscriptiom paid and/or requested:
the hackles of servicing staff personnel. member may willingly expedite ac- 8,965

C. Total paid and/or requested :rcomplishment of the PM's goal. D. distributlion by mail, carrier, or other
Retreating Behind the Rule Book Use Interpersonal Skills means, samples, complimentary, and other free

First is what may be perceived as an copies: n t000h
overbearing attitude toward the staff In this article, I have attempted to E Total distribution: 9,965
personnel with whom the I'M is deal- present how things look from both the F.!Copies not d i
ing. This may rapidly deflect the serv- service staff and the PM sides of the s1 Oie use, l over, unaccounted,

ing.Thi mayrapdly eflct te srv-spoiled after printing: 397
ice staft person's attention from the organizational street. Surveys of suc- 2..Retrsfom nesegets: None

cessful programs have identified the G. Total distribution. 10,362PMpretreat behnd heaule bomo. Sr t manager's interpersonal skills as one of Tho'ectual number of copies of single issue
retreat behind the rule book. Study the most important characteristics in Publised nearest to filing ate:
after study show that the majority of achieving program success. I suggest rt) of0 l
they have meaningful work to do and that if the PM exercises his best human . Pa and/or requested circulationrelations and communication skills 1 Sales t delers and carrers,street

are respected and recognized for their when interfacing with service staff of- vendots, and counter sales, None
knowledge, performance and contribu- f ice personnel, the support received by : 7,I 5 M sci (p and/or re-
tion to the organization's efforts. This the Per n h e suportarcivy 2m- C. Mail sulllons p d/oe
applies to the service staff specialist as thePM might be substantially im- C. Total paid and/oreqested cuculaton:
well as the program manager and his proved. Similarly, members of service . .staff organizations should meet PMs , D.Frdstributionbymacarrier, orother
staff. The PM may judge the service with an open mind and remain ever Z
staff's work to be pedestrian; he may vigilant that their service face is not copiEs" 1o *,,

find the PM office work of dealing ua- lost among the proliferating tangle of P. Copies not distributed
ly with an important, tangible user regulations from "above." Also, the 1. Offie use, left over, unaccounted,
end-product quite exciting and central PM should emphasize to service staff spoiled after printing: 169
to his command's goals. Even so, suc- office management the importance of 2. Returns from fnew agents: None
cessful PMs understand there is a having staff personnel recognize and G. Total distribution: 8,00
legitimate purpose for service staff accept their service roles should the
organizations. A PM in a conference PM encounter an excessive red-tape,
with a service staff specialist will find rule-book mentality among the staff.
that recognizing the staffer's legitimate There is no doubt that service staffs
role and expertise can go a long way and PMs can gain by pulling together
toward easier accomplishment of the within the regulatory framework to
PM's goals. help field the system, given mutual

Second, PMs often think they must understanding of each other's views
hide their real objectives when dealing and the assumption of proper perspec-
with service staff specialists; after all, tives by both staff and program

management personnel. This can on-
Ir. Kel-pel'nuii is tht aditipit Ito- ly lead to smoother organizational goal

t('1,,,t Of 11111lrmll'lt ill tiltDcvpart- accomplishment and more job satisfac- .

Mnt Oft 'IM.'a,h and t)Ih,mation at tion for both the program management/)SAIC" personnel and the service staffs.l
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Reshuffling
(Continued from page 47)

e. Construction, including con- mand, control, communications and deputy-secretary level. This provides

struction funded by host nations under intelligence) ASD (C 31) was named as an authority to referee possible con-
the NATO Infrastructure Program. a DSARC member for DSARC flicts between USDRE and ASD (A&L)

f. Repair, overhaul, modification reviews concerning C31 systems. In before they reach Secretary Wein-
installation, and preventive mainten- what may be a point of confusion, berger, as well as a single high-level of-

ance of weapon systems, equipment, DOD Directive 5000.1 consistently ficial to speak to the Congress on all

standardization, and munitions. refers to "Assistant Secretary of DOD acquisition and procurement ,A"
Defense (Force, Manpower and Pro- issues. Second, the position of USDRE, .

Other functional areas of responsibility grams)" rather than "Assistant which was significantly reduced by the
for USDRE and ASD (A&L) remain Secretary of Defense (Force Manage- lanuary reorganization, has been in-
largely unchanged from those ment and Personnel. )" creased by these changes. Nonetheless,
previously established. the ASD (A&L) retains significant

There were a few other changes in Conclusion responsibilities, including purview of
the revised documents. The program There are three primary effects ot the Federal Acquisition Regulation and
initiation point was renamed Milestone the changes implemented Nov. 10. it,, IX)l) supplement-a source of
0, "Mission Need Determination," but 1985, by Deputy Secretary Taft. First, ,,ignititant influence in the defense pro-
was not designated as a secretary of the defense acquisition executive pro- uure'ment tommunitv.U
defense major milestone decision. The curement executive was elevated from
assistant secretary of defense (corn- the assistant-secretary level to the

Attitude
(Continued from page 50)

sibility and self-discipline. When proach does not work, you can always subordinate participation in decision-

subordinates understand what is ex- fall back on the traditional approach. making. Do not try to absolve yourself

pected of them, they know the limits entirely for subordinates' failures, but

of acceptable behavior. A positive at- In conclusion, your success as a do give recognition for a job well done.

titude toward discipline, by the super- supervisor will be heavily dependent Try to use disciplinary actions to

visor, can reinforce subordinates' sense on proper attitude. Your attitude rehabilitate rather than punish. A
of security. If the positive discipline ap- toward higher management and staff positive attitude can be contagious,

0 Mr. Gordon is a logistics nnallge_- decisions should be supportive. You especially if it is sustained over a
mernt specialist in the Integrated must serve as a positive role model, be period of time. With a positive attitude
Logistics Support Office tit th' U.S. fair when dealing with controversial you may end up being accused of

Army Tank Automotive Cotmuid in issues, and resolve conflict before it managing a breeding ground for future
Warren, Mich. He is an adjunct facul- becomes disruptive. In dealings with supervisory talent.U

tiy nivenber at Schoolcraft Colh'ge, subordinates be predictable and fair.
Li'onia. Mich. Be supportive of job enrichment and

L4

Automation Speeds Camouflage Design
The Army Troop Support Com- more precise in the ratio of black, boundaries around each to mark the

mand's Belvoir Research and Develop- green and brown shapes, and cost less color location. The pattern is then
ment Center here has let the first in- than the current hand design. Esti- printed at any designed angle.E
crement of a multiyear contract to mates are that computerization will cut
establish the Army's first automated five weeks of painstaking manual
camouflage pattern generation facility, drawing to less than a week of auto- Need to Leave a

The $1 million dollar award to mated design,

Mandex, Inc., Vienna, Va., covers the In operation, the computer system Message for a Student?
procurement and installation ot corn- will employ CAMOGEN, a special Commercial: (703) 664-xxxx
puter-aided design equipment in a con- software program developed for the AUTOVON: 354-xxxx '.,,..'- 9
tractor facility, training operators to Center by BDM Corp., to present a CPM ................................ 6585 '

design camouflage patterns, and in- three-dimensional view of a piece of CFPM ............................... 6681 ,.,.
itiating production. equipment from the manufacturer's ERC/SAM .......................... 2677

The new facility will be used to blueprint. Seeds of color automatical- MALC/MSAC/DMMC ............ 3477
design the three-color camouflage pat- ly planted on the image, following MPMC .............................. 6811
tern now replacing the standard four- stored camouflage pattern criteria will MSAPC ............................. 2685
color on all Army tactical and mobili- then grow in proper ratio to camou- PMC ................................ 1977
ty ground equipment. Its computer- flage the entire item. After regions of SAFM ............................... 6585
generated patterns are expected to be color are set, the computer draws
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Armaments
(Con tinuedI fro pnage 27)

what has been described here will suc- of Strategic Plaming - A Conceptual 4. Maltz, Maxwell, Psycho-
ceed in revitalizing the organization. Approach," p. 1, Sloan School of Cybernetics - A New Way to Get More
Certainly there are many more critical Management, Massachusetts Institute Living Out of Life, Prentice Hall,
factors involved than the plan itself- of Technology, August 1977. DTIC Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1960.
no matter how good. All the right *ADA 044602. 5. Ohmae, Kenichi, The Mind of
words have been said. The ARDC plan Strategist-The Art o "n
has been lauded as a fine example of 2. Hax, Arnaldo and Schulmeyer, of Japanese (
comprehensive planning by those Gerhard, "Introducing a Formal Business, McGraw Hill, New York,

leaders in AMC, TRADOC, and the Strategic Planning System in a N.Y., 1982.

Army staff to whom we presented it. Business Form," Sloan School of 6. Rothchild, William E., Putting It
What remains now is determined, Management, Massachusetts Institute All Together - A Guide to Strategic
disciplined execution and adaptation as of Technology, June 1979, DTIC Thinking, AMACOM, 135 West 50
necessary. *ADA 072398. Street, New York, N.Y., 10020, 1976.

We hope that some of the ideas here 3. Hax, Arnaldo and Majluf, 7. Thompson, Arthur A., Jr., and
presented may be of use to other Nicolas, "A Methodological Approach Strickland, A.J. III, Strategy and
agencies. for Developing of Strategic Planning Policy Concepts and Cases, Business

in Diversified Corporations," Sloan Publications, Inc., Piano, Texas 75075,
Bibliography School of Management, Massachusetts 1981.

1. Hax, Arnaldo and Majluf, Institute of Technology, August 1977,
Nicolas, "Towards The Formalization DTIC *ADA 044603.

4.

Reflections
(Continued from page 36)-

Saturday or Sunday. I prefer to work COLONEL: Talk about a challenge? Q: You've given me quite an insight in-
late during the week and leave most of Friend, this is it, especially in to what makes up a week in the life of -"
my weekends free. There's homework: peacetime. I'm a professional in a a program manager, some of which is
phone calls, paperwork, catching up business where professionalism must not comforting. Having gotten this off
on what's going on in the rest of my prevail. The ultimate stakes are too your chest, will you please step back
service. I travel a lot on my own time. high for less. Like every good soldier, for another look?
So. it adds ip to about 60-70 hours per sailor, airman, or marine, being a pro COLONEL: You're right. I had a lot
week. I have a harder time delegating is what I want people to think of me. to pour out on you. I have some sug- %
because I find I must stay on top of To be a good PM, I believe you must gestions on how things can get better.
everything. Am I my own worst case have the legs of Walter Payton to hur- They are generalities, perhaps, but I
micromanager? I hope not, but I do die the tons of obstacles in your path, feel strongly. First, I would signal a
know I'm working longer, not smarter. the stamina of Bill Rodgers to stay the truce between those who are working
So's my staff. Lately, though, I've 12 months of preparation for going to the system and those who are beating
eased tip on them, letting them work DSARC, the determination and perse- up on it. A truce meaning holding it
half days. verance of the Kansas City Royals, the right there, a freeze-legislation, self-

Q: Half days? What's this? agility of Mary Lou Retton and the or- serving defenses of the system,
ganizational ability of Red Auerbach. apologizing for past sins, all of it.

COLONEL: Twelve hours! Besides, I aspire to being able to fit that mold. Challenge those in higher authority to
I've gained too much weight. As I said Program management is a lot like law exhibit true, gritty leadership. Takeo
earlier, 40 percent of my time is con- enforcement. You take the risks be-
se wventory. What's working, and what'ssumed with briefings and processing cause you are willing, because you not? Breathe deeply. Find the leaders

information requests. Dealing with know what this means to your coun- and put them in place. Sit down and

•. -j , contractors takes up 30 percent, admin try. Someone has to do it. Policemen work things out. Educate those who

and personnel about 10 percent, and and PMs share one thing in common: need it, Encourage those who must

managing all other aspects of the pro- We're shot at a lot. The difference is produce the weapons. Motivate us all.
gram the remaining 20 percent. they're supposed to duck, but we can't. Then lead. We out in the trenches will

They're a moving target. We have to do our very best to serve the American
Q: What makes you stay in this stand and take the hits. I've learned to people.•
business? Would you rather have an handle it, because I have pride and peo -e.
operational command somewhere? confidence in what I am doing. :
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